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Abstract 

Objective: Mechanical ventilation is an essential life support technology, but it is 

associated with side effects in case of over or under-assistance. The monitoring of 

respiratory effort may facilitate titration of the support. The gold standard for respiratory 

effort measurement is based on esophageal pressure monitoring, a technology not 

commonly available at bedside. Diaphragmatic electrical activity (Edi) can be routinely 

monitored in clinical practice and reflects the output of the respiratory centres. We 

hypothesized that Edi changes accurately reflect changes in mechanical efforts. The 

objectives of this study were to characterize the relationship between Edi and esophageal 

pressure.  

Design and patients: Children in the weaning phase of mechanical ventilation were eligible 

in this prospective crossover study.  

Setting: Esophageal pressure and Edi were simultaneously recorded using a specific 

naso-gastric tube in three conditions: in pressure support ventilation (PSV) and in neurally 

adjusted ventilatory support (NAVA) in a random order, and then after extubation. 

Intervention and measurements: The inspiratory esophageal pressure swing (Pesmax) and 

pressure-time product (PTPes), Edi swing (Edimax), and inspiratory Edi integral (IntEdi) 

were calculated from 100 consecutive breaths. Neuro-ventilatory efficiency was estimated 

using the ratio of tidal volume/Edimax. 

Main results: Sixteen patients, with a median age of 4 months [IQR 0.5-13], and weight 

5.8 kg [IQR 4.1-8] were included. A strong linear correlation between Edimax and Pesmax 

(r2>0.95), and IntEdi and PTPes (r2>0.71) was observed in all ventilatory conditions. This 

correlation was not modified by the type of ventilatory support.  

Conclusion: On a short-term basis, Edi changes are strongly correlated with esophageal 

pressure changes. In clinical practice, Edi monitoring may help to inform on changes in 

respiratory efforts.
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Introduction 

 

Acute respiratory failure is the main cause leading to admission to Pediatric Intensive Care 

Unit (PICU). An optimized titration of the mechanical ventilation is essential to minimize the 

deleterious impact of the ventilation on the lung (ventilation induced lung injury) or the 

diaphragm (ventilation induced diaphragm dysfunction) [1-4]. Patient active respiratory 

efforts during mechanical ventilation can prevent diaphragm atrophy [5, 6] but important 

spontaneous breathing efforts may also lead to lung injury in severe cases (patient self-

inflicted lung injury) [7-9]. Thus, the assessment of respiratory muscle function in critically 

ill children is crucial to provide adequate care and adapt the ventilator settings. 

 

The assessment of the respiratory effort is classically based on the measurement of 

esophageal pressure, in order to calculate the esophageal (PTPes), or the trans-

diaphragmatic pressure-time product but this is not currently used in daily practice in 

PICU. The diaphragm electrical activity (Edi), which reflects the neural drive, can be 

relatively easily monitored with a specific naso-gastric tube. The relationship between the 

Edi (the “demand”) and the inspiratory pressure or the tidal volume that are generated (the 

“result”) reflects the concept of neuro-mechanical and neuro-ventilatory efficiency (NME 

and NVE) [10]. Some previous studies suggest that these physiological parameters may 

be helpful in predicting extubation success in adults [11, 12]. 

 

The main objective of the study was to evaluate the relationship between Edi and the 

breathing effort as estimated with the esophageal pressure, in various ventilatory 

conditions. We hypothesized that both variables are correlated in critically ill children.
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Material and methodMaterials and Methods 

 

Study design and patients 

 

This is a prospective physiological crossover study conducted in the PICU at CHU Sainte 

Justine, a 32-bed university-affiliated pediatric hospital, from October 1, 2013 to August 

31, 2014. The study was approved by our local Institutional Ethical Committee (n°3688) 

and written informed consent was obtained from the parents or legal tutors. This study 

follows CONSORT recommendations.   

Children aged between birth (> 37 gestational age) and 18-year-old, admitted to the PICU 

and in the weaning phase of invasive ventilation were eligible.  

Exclusion criteria included any contraindication to change the naso-gastric tube (severe 

coagulation disorder, local trauma, recent local surgery, upper airway bleeding). Patient 

screening was done on a daily basis on weekdays by research staff. 

 

Study protocol 

The study protocol consisted in three consecutive phases. Patients were ventilated 

randomly either in pressure-support ventilation (PSV) first or with NAVA first for a 30-

minute period. Then, the ventilator mode was changed to the other mode for a second 30-

minute period. During PSV, the settings were those set by the attending physician. During 

NAVA, the NAVA level was set in order to obtain the same level of total inspiratory 

pressure support as in PSV. Positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP) and FiO2 were not 

modified during the study. In each condition, the data were recorded for 20 minutes after a 

10-minute period of stabilization.  
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After these two recordings, the naso-gastric tube was kept in place until extubation was 

decided by caregivers, for a maximum of seven days. After the extubation, an additional 

recording was conducted for five minutes, in the two hours following extubation.  

 

Data acquisition and physiological measurements 

At inclusion, patients characteristics (age, sex, weight, gestational age, admission 

diagnosis, comorbidities) and ventilator settings were collected. The sedation received by 

patients within the 4 hours preceding the recordings was recorded.  

The Edi was recorded using a specific 8F naso-gastric Edi catheter equipped with 

electrodes (for Edi monitoring) and an esophageal balloon (for Pes monitoring) 

(Neurovent, Toronto, ON, Canada). After inclusion in the study, the esophageal catheter 

was inserted and connected to a dedicated Servo-I ventilator (Maquet, Solna, Sweden). 

The tube position was checked on the ventilator screen according to the procedure 

suggested by the manufacturer and previously reported [13, 14]. The calibration of 

esophageal pressure (Pes) was performed using the Baydur maneuver [15, 16].  

 

All patients were recorded in semi-recumbent position. Flow, airway pressure (Paw), Pes 

and Edi waveforms were simultaneously acquired from the ventilator using a dedicated 

software (Neurovent monitor, Neurovent, Toronto, Canada) and stored for subsequent 

analysis. Both catheter position and Edi signal stability were regularly checked throughout 

the protocol.  

 

In each ventilation condition, Edi and volume waveforms, and esophageal pressure curves 

were analyzed in a breath-by-breath manner over 100 consecutive cycles exempt of 

artefacts. Timings of the beginning and the end of cycles were automatically identified, and 

a visual inspection was performed breath by breath with cursor adjustement, if needed. 
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Respiratory rate (RR), tidal volume (Vt), maximum Edi (Edimax) and the area under the 

curve of the Edi during inspiratory time (IntEdi, integrated from baseline to peak) were 

calculated for 100 consecutive cycles and were averaged for each ventilation condition. 

On the same 100 consecutive cycles, maximal esophageal swing (Pesmax) and 

esophageal pressure time product (PTPes) were calculated. PTPes was obtained by 

measuring the area under the esophageal pressure signal between the onset of inspiration 

effort and the end of inspiration effort defined as the end of the inspiratory flow signal. For 

the same 100 consecutive cycles, maximal inspiratory pressure (PI max) measured by the 

ventilator we recorded. 

The rapid shallow breathing index (RR/Vt), the neuro-ventilatory efficiency (NVE, 

estimated with the ratio Vt/Edimax during inspiration) and the Vt/Pesmax were also 

calculated.  

 

Statistical analysis: 

Data are expressed as median (interquartile range, IQR) for continuous variables, and 

number and/or frequency (%) for binary or categorical data. Binary or categorical variables 

were compared using Chi-square or Fisher’s exact test. Differences in continuous 

variables were assessed by the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test.  

To assess the relationship between Edi- and Pes- derived data, in each ventilatory 

condition, all breaths were grouped by Edi deciles, and the mean values of Edi and Pes 

data were calculated for each decile [17]. The correlation between Edimax and Pesmax, and 

between IntEdi and PTPes were assessed using the determination coefficient r2. The 

impact of the ventilatory condition on this relationship was evaluated by comparing the r2, 

the regression slopes and intercepts in the 3 three three conditions (Friedman test). All 

statistical analyses were made with SPSS statistics 24.0.0.0. A bilateral p value < 0.05 

was considered significant.   
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Assuming a correlation coefficient of 0.8 and a bilateral risk of type-1 error of 5%, we 

estimated that the inclusion of 12 patients was needed to achieve a power of 90% to 

confirm the correlation between Edi and PTP, based on preliminary data. We included 20 

patients to increase the representativeness of the sample. 

 

 

Results 

Study population 

During the study period, 100 eligible patients were screened. Among them, 19 patients 

reached the inclusion criteria and were enrolled (see flow chart diagram, Fig 1). Two 

patients were excluded from the analysis, because the extubation occurred prior to the first 

recording. One patient was secondarily excluded because of non-measurable electrical 

diaphragmatic activity. Sixteen patients were therefore included in the statistical analysis. 

Post-extubation data were obtained in 13 patients. 

The characteristics of the patients are presented in Table 1. Median age of the patients 

was 4 months [IQR 0.5-13], median weight was 5.8 kgs [IQR 4.1-8]. The primary diagnosis 

at PICU admission was mainly respiratory failure (11 patients). Seven patients had 

comorbidities.  

 

Ventilator settings 

Table 2 describes the ventilator settings in both assisted ventilation periods. After 

extubation, 12 patients were on spontaneous breathing while three 3 three patients were 

on non-invasive ventilation and one patient with high-flow nasal cannula. Tidal volume 

measured in PSV and NAVA were similar (p=0.75). Pressure support level was decreased 

in three 3 three patients at the end of the PSV period, by 2 cmH20 in two patients and 7 

cmH20 in one patient. None required an increase in pressure support. At the end of the 
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NAVA period, NAVA level was decreased by 0.2 cmH20/μV in two patients, 0.3 cmH20/μV 

in one patient, and 0.7 cmH20/μV in one patient.  

 

 

Neuromuscular coupling 

As illustrated in Figure 2 and Table 3, we found a strong linear correlation for the global 

population between Edimax and Pesmax and between IntEdi and PTPes in the three  3 three 

ventilatory conditions (all r2 > 0.95, and r2 >0.71, respectively). The relationship between 

the Edi-derived and Pes-derived indices was not statistically different depending on the 

ventilatory support with similar r2 (p=0.46), regression slopes (p=0.64) and intercepts 

(p=0.72).  

Individual correlation data are illustrated in supplemental digital content. Overall, the 

relationship between Edi and Pes swing was relatively strong in all patients and 

conditions, but some variability was observed when the ventilatory condition was modified 

in some patients. The Vt/Edi ratio was similar in PSV and NAVA (p=0.49, Table 3).  

 

 

Respiratory muscles unloading and breathing pattern. 

Table 3 provides the breathing pattern variables in the three 3 three ventilatory conditions. 

Breathing pattern was similar during PSV and NAVA. Diaphragmatic activity and Pesmax 

have similar values (Figure 3) during PSV and NAVA periods. However, during 

spontaneous ventilation all indices of respiratory effort increased as compared to PSV and 

NAVA (p <0.05).  

The tidal volume, the rapid shallow breathing index (RR/Vt), the ratios Edimax/Vt and 

Vt/Pesmax were similar in PSV and NAVA mode.  
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Discussion 

This study describes the relationship between Edi and Pes-derived markers of respiratory 

effort in children. The main finding is that we confirmed a strong correlation between these 

two  2 two monitoring technologies. This relationship was strong in a given ventilatory 

condition, and it was overall consistent across the different ventilatory conditions. 

However, changes in the ventilatory support was in a few cases associated with a change 

in the Edi – Pes correlation slope. 

 

In clinical practice, respiratory monitoring in mechanically ventilated children is limited and 

mainly based on clinical exam, and airway pressure and flow monitoring. During assisted 

ventilation, the amount of work needed to generate the minute ventilation is shared 

between the patient and the ventilator. The ventilator support is easily measurable at the 

bedside. However, the effort generated by the patient remains difficult to quantify and 

monitor. Currently, the ideal level of patient respiratory effort is not known, and maintaining 

a spontaneous breathing may improve the lung function, decrease some markers of lung 

inflammation inflammatory [8, 9]. Moreover, spontaneous breathing might improve the 

diaphragmatic function and success of weaning [18, 19]. On the other hand, in case of 

severe respiratory failure, excessive work of breathing could lead to diaphragm fatigue and 

to patient self-inflicted lung injury. This could be one explanation of the survival benefit 

observed with neuromuscular blockage by Papazian et al. [7] in adult patients with severe 

acute respiratory distress syndrome. Thus, finding the optimal ventilator settings 

depending on the stage of the disease would be facilitated by the possibility to assess in 

real time, easily, and efficiently the patient’s respiratory effort. 

 

The reference method to assess the muscular pressure is based on the esophageal 

pressure monitoring [20]. The pressure-time product (PTP) derived from Pes is well 
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correlated with work of breathing and oxygen consumption of the respiratory muscles 

during inspiration. The Pes monitoring can be used in infants and children to assess the 

work of breathing, and to track the impact of an intervention to unload the respiratory 

muscles [21-23]. However, it cannot be currently considered as a routine practice 

monitoring. 

The Edi monitoring has been made easily available at the bedside, especially to control 

the ventilation in NAVA. Besides NAVA ventilation, Edi monitoring provides a direct view of 

diaphragmatic activation, which carries important information for the clinicians [14]. The 

relationship between the Edi (the “drive”) and the diaphragmatic pressure (the “effect”)  

has been called the neuro-mechanical efficiency (NME), initially described by Beck et al. in 

healthy adult subjects [24], and later by others in mechanically ventilated adults [11, 17]. 

To our knowledge, our study is the first to report this relationship in the pediatric 

population. However, NME measurement is influenced by the ventilator support. Ideally, in 

order to compare NME in different conditions, no support (or at least a perfectly similar 

level of support) should be applied. In this study, we did not perform an occlusion, and the 

level of support was clearly different depending on the ventilatory conditions. This 

precludes us from strictly comparing NME. Nonetheless, we found a strong linear 

correlation between Edi and the pressure generated by the diaphragm as described 

previously by Bellani et al. in adults undergoing mechanical ventilation [17]. Of note, 

Carteaux et al. didn’t find a linear correlation but a curvilinear relationship between Edi and 

Pmusc, suggesting that the proportionality factor depends on the level of assistance [25]. 

Akoumianaki et al. also found a weak but linear correlation between Edi and trans-

diaphragmatic pressure [26].  

 

Simultaneous recording of tidal volume provides the opportunity to determine the ratio of 

Vt to Edi, which reflects the ability of the diaphragm to generate an inspiratory volume 
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normalized to neural drive, the neuro-ventilatory efficiency (NVE). Importantly, the Vt is 

influenced by the patient effort and by the ventilator, which should be taken into account. 

In our study, the Vt/Edi ratio and the Vt/Pesmax were similar in PSV and NAVA, but they 

were not assessed after extubation. The NVE index was evaluated in various adult studies 

as a predictor of weaning failure [11, 12, 27] or to monitor PEEP levels [28]. In 20 

mechanically ventilated children undergoing extubation readiness testing, Wolf et al. found 

a significantly lower Vt/Edi ratio in children who passed the extubation readiness test 

compared to those who failed [29]. This study was not designed to identify predictor of 

weaning failure, and only one patient failed the extubation thus we can’t conduct this 

analysis analyze.  

Interestingly, we observed a good correlation between Edi- and Pes- derived data in all 

recordings. This strongly suggests that on a short term, NVE is quite stable and a change 

in Edi closely reflects a change in breathing pattern. Edi monitoring therefore provides 

important information on the evolution of the work of breathing. However, we observed in a 

few cases that the relationship could be affected by the change in ventilation conditions 

(extubation, or mode change). This could be explained by changes in mechanical 

conditions (variations in lung recruitment, or modified respiratory resistance, different 

positioning or thoracic conformation), that could lead to different neuro-mechanical 

efficiency. Importantly, the correlation can also certainly be affected by changes in 

NME/NVE that may arise with time. For example, Di Mussi et al. [30] reported that 

prolonged ventilation in adults with PSV was associated with a loss in NME and NVE over 

time, while these changes were avoided with NAVA. 

 

In this study, we observed normal median level of esophageal pressure swing and of Edi. 

However some of our patients had low levels of Pes/Edi, although all the patients were 

deemed to be ready for extubation. This is in keeping with previous observations by our 
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group or others [31,32]. We might speculate that the lack of monitoring of respiratory effort 

by most pediatric intensive care providers favors the blunting of the ventilatory drive, 

through overassistance and/or oversedation. 

 

Study limitations 

This study has several limitations. The number of patients enrolled was smaller than 

targeted. Although this physiological study was able to answer our main objective, the 

power may have been insufficient to show small differences between the conditions or to 

conduct subgroup analysis. The population was somehow heterogenous, in age, weight 

and diagnosis, but the results were consistent in these different conditions. Most patients 

were infants and toddlers, with a 75th percentile age of 13 months. Although three patients 

older than 2 years (33 months, 44 months and 12 year old, 70 kg) were also included and 

had a similar behavior as the rest of the group, younger infants were over-represented in 

the study. The generalizability of our results to older children therefore deserves further 

evaluation. The absence of inspiratory occlusion did not allow us to measure the NME 

independently from the support level. Additional studies would be important to describe the 

evolution of NME/NVE on a longer period.   

 

Conclusion 

This pediatric physiological study indicates that Edi is strongly correlated with esophageal 

pressure swings. Thus, Edi seems a valuable bedside monitoring tool to provide 

information on the evolution of the patient’s respiratory effort. The clinical impact of this 

monitoring, if possible combined with automatically calculated NVE/NME indices warrants 

further evaluation. 
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Table 1. Patient characteristics 

 

Parameters  Patients (n=16) 
Age (months) 4 [0.5-13] 
Sex M/F  10/6 
Weight (kg) 5.8 [4.1-8] 
Gestational age  39 [35.5-40] 
Comorbidities   
- Prematurity  4 
- Congenital cardiopathy 2 
- Other congenital malformation 2 
- Bronchopulmonary displasia 2 
PICU admission diagnosis   
- Bronchiolitis 4 
- Pneumonia 4 
- Sepsis 2 
- Cardiac surgery 1 
- Neuromuscular disease 2 
- Asthma 1 
- Bordetella pertussis infection 1 
- Foreign body aspiration 1 
- Intoxication 1 
Days from PICU admission 3 [3-8] 
Days from initiation of mechanical ventilation 5 [3-35] 
 

 
 
      Data are presented as median [interquartile range].



Table 2: Ventilator settings during the two ventilation periods 

 

Parameters Pressure support ventilation NAVA 

Inspiratory trigger  0.3 L/min 0.5 μV 

PEEP (cmH2O) 5 [5-6] 5 [5-6] 

PS level 1 (cmH2O) 10 [5.5-11]  NA 

PS level 2 (cmH2O) 8 [5.5-10] NA 

NAVA level 1 (cmH2O/μV) NA 0.6 [0.3-0.9] 

NAVA level 2 (cmH2O/μV) NA 0.4 [0.3-0.8] 

Cycling-off criterion (%) 20 [15-25] 70 

 
 
 
Data are presented as median [interquartile range]. 

PS level 1: initial pressure support used, PS level 2: adapted pressure support based on electrical activity 

of the diaphragm, PEEP: positive end expiratory pressure, NA: non-applicable. 



Table 3: Respiratory parameters in the two assisted ventilation periods and after extubation.  

 

Parameters  Pressure Support 
Ventilation NAVA Post extubation p 

RR  48 [34-61] 53 [34-70] 53 [44-59] 0.6 

Vt (ml. kg-1) 5.5 [2.5-11.4] 5.6 [1.7-12.2] NA 0.75 

PI max (cmH2O) 14 [11-15] 14 [11-16] NA 0.5 

Edi max (μV) 11 [3.3-29] 14 [2.5-38¨] 29 [7.5-42] 0.55 

Pesmax (cmH2O) 1.6 [0.4-19.4] 2.5 [0.6-24.4] 11.1 [2.9-30.8] 0.76 

PTPes/min (cmH2O.s.min-1) 22.8 [13.6-64.8] 37 [16.6-80] 212.7 [141.8-307] 0.2 

RR/Vt 9.5 [1-26.7] 5.7 [1.8-12.3] NA 0.78 

Pesmax/Edimax  (cmH2O.μV-1) 0.25 [0.03-1.02] 0.22 [0.03-1.11] 0.47 [0.07-4.09] 0.1 

Vt/Edi (ml. kg-1. μV -1) 0.57 [0.17-1.75] 0.45 [0.08-2.07] NA 0.49 

Vt/Pesmax (ml.cmH2O -1) 3.4 [0.5-9.8] 2.8 [0.5-6.5]  NA 0.55 

R2 0.89 [0.87-0.97] 0.90 [0.87-0.98] 0.91 [0.86-0.94] 0.46 

Regression slope 0.11 [0.06-0.24] 0.14 [0.06-0.25] 0.25 [0.08-0.40] 0.64 

Intercept 0.42 [0.07-2.75] 1.35 [0.12-3.40] 3.19 [1.74-5.37] 0.72 

 
 
 
 Data are presented as median [interquartile range]. 

RR : respiratory rate, Vt: tidal volume, PI max; maximal inspiratory pressure, Edi: Diaphragmatic electrical 

activity, Pes: maximal swing in esophageal pressure, PTPes/min: esophageal pressure time product per 

minute. p are the p-values comparing Pressure Support Ventilation and NAVA. 











Physiological Effect of Prone Position in Children with Severe
Bronchiolitis: A Randomized Cross-Over Study (BRONCHIO-DV)

Florent Baudin, MD, MSc1,2, Guillaume Emeriaud, MD, PhD3,4, Sandrine Essouri, MD, PhD4, Jennifer Beck, PhD5,6,7,
Aurelie Portefaix, MD8, Etienne Javouhey, MD, PhD1,2, and Claude Guerin, MD, PhD9,10,11

Objective To assess the effect of the prone position on physiological measures, including inspiratory effort, meta-
bolic cost of breathing, and neural drive to the diaphragm as compared with the supine position in infants with severe
bronchiolitis requiring noninvasive ventilation.
Study design Fourteen infants, median age 33 days (IQR [first and third quartiles], 25-58) were randomized to
receive 7 cmH2O continuous positive airway pressure for 1 hour in the prone position or in the supine position,
which was followed by cross-over to the supine position and the prone position for 1 hour, respectively. Flow, esopha-
geal, airway, gastric, and transdiaphragmatic pressures, as well as electrical activity of the diaphragm were simul-
taneously recorded. The modified Wood clinical asthma score was also assessed.
Results Median esophageal pressure–time product per minute was significantly lower in the prone position than
in the supine position (227 cmH2O*s/minute [IQR, 156-282] cmH2O*s/minute vs 353 cmH2O*s/minute [IQR, 249-
386 cmH2O*s/minute]; P = .048), as were the modified Wood clinical asthma score (P = .033) and electrical activ-
ity of the diaphragm (P = .006). The neuromechanical efficiency of the diaphragm, as assessed by transdiaphramagtic
pressure to electrical activity of the diaphragm swing ratio, was significantly higher in the prone position than in
the supine position (1.1 cmH2O/µV [IQR, 0.9-1.3 cmH2O/µV] vs 0.7 cmH2O/µV [IQR, 0.6-1.2 cmH2O/µV], respec-
tively; P = .022).
Conclusions This study suggests a benefit of the prone position for infants with severe bronchiolitis requiring
noninvasive ventilation by significantly decreasing the inspiratory effort and the metabolic cost of breathing. Further
studies are needed to evaluate the potential impact of these physiological findings in a larger population. (J Pediatr
2019;205:112-9).
Trial registration Clinicaltrials.gov: NCT02602678.

V iral bronchiolitis is the most common lower respiratory tract illness and the leading cause of hospital admission in infants
and young children.1 Viral bronchiolitis leads to small airway inflammation with edema, epithelium necrosis, and al-
veolar damage that causes partial or total bronchial obstruction with hy-

perinflation, atelectasis, and ventilation perfusion mismatch resulting in higher
work of breathing and hypoxemia.2 Between 5% and 22% of all cases require re-
spiratory support in an intensive care unit3,4 and the management of infants with
bronchiolitis remains heterogeneous.3,5 Prone positioning has been proposed in
children with severe bronchiolitis, but without supportive evidence.6,7 The prone
position is easy to perform in small children8 and is commonly used in neonatal
and pediatric intensive care. In adults, the prone position significantly decreases
mortality in patients with severe acute respiratory distress syndrome and im-
proves oxygenation.9 Moreover, the prone position may improve respiratory me-
chanics and gas exchange in adults with chronic bronchitis10 as in neonates.11 The
prone position is also able to decrease airway resistance12 in children invasively
ventilated for severe viral bronchiolitis and to decrease apnea occurrence in chil-
dren with mild bronchiolitis.13 Therefore, we hypothesized that the prone posi-
tion may improve respiratory mechanics in children with severe bronchiolitis
requiring nasal continuous positive airway pressure (nCPAP). The primary ob-
jective was to compare the effort and metabolic cost of breathing in the prone

EAdi Electrical activity of the diaphragm
m-WCAS Modified Wood asthma clinical score
nCPAP Nasal continuous positive airway pressure
NME Neuromechanical efficiency
PEEP Positive end-expiratory pressure
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position and the supine position, and the secondary objec-
tive was to describe the physiological effects of the prone po-
sition in infants with severe acute viral bronchiolitis.

Methods

We conducted a prospective randomized crossover physiologi-
cal study in a 23-bed pediatric intensive care unit of a ter-
tiary university hospital (Hôpital Femme Mère Enfant, Lyon
University Hospital, Bron, France). The study protocol was ap-
proved by the institutional review board (CPP SUD-EST3—n°
2015-057B) and by the national medicines authority (ANSM–
151048B-32). This clinical trial was recorded in the National
Library of Medicine registry ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT 02602678).

Population
Infants <6 months of age with a diagnosis of viral bronchi-
olitis admitted to the pediatric intensive care unit for respi-
ratory support were eligible if they met the following inclusion
criteria: clinical and radiologic diagnosis of bronchiolitis, need
for respiratory support by nCPAP based on a modified Wood
clinical asthma score (m-WCAS) of >4 and/or hypercapnic aci-
dosis (pH <of 7.30 or partial pressure in carbon dioxide of
>8 kPa), and written consent obtained from the parent(s) or
guardian(s). Noninclusion criteria were chronic respiratory, neu-
romuscular, ear-nose-throat, or cardiac underlying disease; a
contraindication for the placement of the esophageal probe;
need for invasive ventilation (in particular when presenting >3
apneas per hour with heart rate of <90/minute or a pulse ox-
imetry of <90%, or altered level of consciousness); and infants
not affiliated with the French social security scheme (accord-
ing to French regulation).

Measurements and Recordings
After inclusion by an investigator, an esophageal pressure probe
of 2.3 mm in diameter with 2 strain gauge pressure transduc-
ers (Gaeltec Devices Ltd, Isle of Skye, Scotland), 1 for esopha-
geal (esophageal pressure) and 1 for gastric pressure, was
inserted orally together with an orogastric catheter able to detect
electrical activity of the diaphragm (EAdi; 8F, 100 cm, Maquet
Critical Care, Solna, Sweden). After fixation, the correct po-
sitioning was verified by gentle manual pressure on the pa-
tient’s abdomen to observe gastric pressure fluctuations without
effect on the esophageal pressure tracing and negative deflec-
tion during inspiration on the esophageal pressure tracing.14,15

The position of the catheter able to detect the EAdi was also
verified using the dedicated screen of the ventilator (SERVO-
I, Maquet Critical Care). The position of both catheters was
verified after each position change. The bed was set at 30° in-
clination from the horizontal plane during the entire proce-
dure. Airway pressure, flow, and EAdi were recorded using the
SERVO-I ventilator through a RS232 serial port continu-
ously and simultaneously with esophageal pressure and gastric
pressure using an analogical/numerical data acquisition system
and transferred to a laptop (Neurovent, Inc, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada). All data were analyzed offline. Only breaths with avail-
able signals for all measures (flow, airway pressure, gastric pres-

sure, esophageal pressure, and EAdi) were analyzed. Time
cursors were placed at the beginning of neural inspiration, the
maximal inspiratory EAdi value, the end of neural inspira-
tion, and at the end of neural expiration (Figure 1; available
at www.jpeds.com), as previously described.16,17

Heart rate, pulse oximetry, inspired fraction of oxygen, trans-
cutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide, and m-WCAS
calculated by the caregiver were collected at the beginning and
at the end of each study period. Comfort was assessed by the
nurse at the end of each study period using the EDIN scale
as in a previous study of bronchiolitis.18

Study Design
The randomization sequence was generated by the clinical in-
vestigation center of the Hospices Civils de Lyon, France. Infants
were randomized using an online data management software
(Clinsigh, Ennov, Paris, France) to receive the supine posi-
tion then the prone position, or the converse. They were placed
for 1 hour in the first position with nCPAP, followed by a 15-
minute washout period (in the supine position under spon-
taneous breathing with oxygen therapy but no CPAP), and then
they were moved to the second position for 1 hour with re-
sumption of nCPAP. Double circuit with heated humidifier and
infant nasal masks (Fisher and Paykel Healthcare, Auckland,
New Zealand) were used with the noninvasive CPAP mode of
the SERVO-I ventilator set at +7 cmH2O for all infants. Airway
pressure, flow, EAdi, esophageal pressure, and gastric pres-
sure from 50 consecutive breaths during the first 5-10 minutes
(initial values) and from 100 breaths during the last 50-
55 minutes (end values) of each period were analyzed. The
primary outcome was the mean of the esophageal pressure time
product per minute over 100 breaths during the last 5 minutes
of the recording.

Secondary outcomes were transdiaphragmatic pressure time
product per minute, esophageal pressure time product and
transdiaphragmatic pressure time product per single breath,
esophageal and transdiaphragmatic inspiratory pressure swings
(maximal amplitude of the inspiratory depression), EAdi at
the end of the expiratory time, the difference between the
minimum and the maximum EAdi values during inspiration
(DEAdi), respiratory rate, neural inspiratory time (which cor-
responds to the interval between the beginning of neural
inspiration and end of neural inspiration), expiratory time
(which corresponds with the interval between the end of
neural inspiration and the end of neural expiration), and
inspiratory time to total time ratio (neural inspiratory time/
neural total time). Determination of intrinsic positive end-
expiratory pressure (PEEP) was attempted using deflection
of the esophageal pressure at the time of flow onset from the
esophageal pressure baseline,19 and, in infants without nCPAP,
on the value of the pleural pressure at the beginning of
inspiration.14

Based on the primary outcome, children with a lower esopha-
geal pressure time product per minute in the prone position
than in the supine position were considered as responders to
the prone position. Post hoc analyses were performed to
compare responders and nonresponders with the prone
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position and to characterize the impact of the prone posi-
tion on EAdi during expiration and on diaphragm
neuromechanical efficiency (NME) of the diaphragm defined
as the ratio between transdiaphramagtic pressure swings and
DEAdi breath by breath.

Statistical Analysis and Sample Size
Qualitative variables are reported as count and percentage, and
quantitative variables are reported as median with IQR (first
and third quartiles). Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests was used to
assess data distribution. It was calculated that 14 infants were
required for a decrease of 25% of the esophageal pressure time
product per minute in the prone position as compared with
the supine position, assuming an alpha error of 5% and tar-
geting a power of 90%. To take into account technical diffi-
culties in recording physiological measures, a total of 16 patients
were included. Clinical and physiological measures were ex-
pressed as absolute value and as relative difference over time
(100*(End value − Initial value) / Initial value). The nonpara-
metric Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare paired
samples. The Fisher exact test was used to compare qualita-
tive variables. Differences were considered statistically signifi-
cant at P < .05. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
Statistics (V22, IBM, Armonk, New York).

Results

Patients were enrolled between November 2015 and January
2016. Sixteen patients were included in the study and 2 pa-
tients were excluded from the analysis owing to a technical
problem with the data acquisition system (no EAdi data for
1 patient and no flow data for the other; Figure 2; available
at www.jpeds.com). No patient received sedative drugs before
or during the study, and 2 patients had received caffeine sulfate
before admission to the pediatric intensive care unit. The main

characteristics of the 14 patients included in the analysis are
reported in Table I. The median age of infants was 33 days (25;
58), 9 were boys (64%), and respiratory syncytial virus was
found in all of them. One-half of the patients received the prone
position first. No adverse event was reported in the study.

Effect on Clinical Measures
The median m-WCAS was significantly lower in the prone po-
sition (3.0; IQR, 3.0-3.0) than in the supine position (3.5; IQR,
3.0-4.0; P = .033) and there was no significant difference in
comfort between the prone and the supine position (median
EDIN scale, 3.5 (IQR, 2.00-5.75) vs 5.5 (IQR, 2-7); P = .13).
The transcutaneous partial pressure of carbon dioxide, in-
spired fraction of oxygen, pulse oximetry, and heart rate are
reported in Table II, as relative difference over the study period;
there was no significant difference in these measures between
the prone and the supine position.

Effect on Physiological Measures
Median respiratory rate (66 breaths/minute [IQR, 46-78
breaths/minute] in the prone position vs 59 breaths/minute
[IQR, 52-77 breaths/minute] in the supine position; P = .40)
and respiratory cycle time durations were not different
(Table III) between the 2 positions. Mean airway pressure mea-
sured at the Y-piece was similar in the prone position (6.99
cmH2O; IQR, 6.98-7.08 cmH2O) and supine position (7.0
cmH2O; IQR, 6.96-7.06 cmH2O; P = .93).

The median esophageal pressure time product per minute
was significantly lower in the prone position (227cmH2O*s/
minute; IQR, 156-282 cmH2O*s/minute) than in the supine
position (353cmH2O*s/minute; IQR, 249-386 cmH2O*s/
minute; P = .048; Figure 3), as were esophageal pressure time
product per single breath (3.5 cmH2O*s [IQR, 2.9-4.2
cmH2O*s] vs 4.6 cmH2O*s [IQR, 3.4-5.1 cmH2O*s]; P = .048)
and Swing esophageal pressure (9.3 cmH2O; IQR, 8.3-12.8
cmH2O] vs 14.9 cmH2O [IQR, 11.0-16.2 cmH2O]; P = .035;

Table I. Main characteristics of the population

Variables
Supine position first

(n = 7)
Prone position first

(n = 7)
Overall population

(n = 14)

Age (d) 30 (18-39) 44 (30-63) 33 (25-58)
Weight (g) 4060 (3500-4465) 4300 (3630-4630) 4180 (3606-4525)
HFNC before nCPAP, no. (%) 4 (57) 5 (71) 9 (64)
PELOD 2 score 3 (3-4) 3 (3-4) 3 (3-4.5)
Blood gas on admission
pH 7.29 (7.26-7.31) 7.30 (7.29-7.33) 7.29 (7.27-7.32)
pCO2 (kPA) 7.7 (7.6-8.5) 7.7 (7.1-8.5) 7.7 (7.3-8.5)

Clinical measures on admission
m-WCAS 5.0 (4.5-5.0) 4.5 (4.25-5.5) 4.75 (4.5-5.0)
Heart rate (beats/min) 172 (150-175) 159 (154-177) 166 (149-177)
FiO2 (%) 30 (28-35) 30 (25-38) 30 (25-35)

Time from PICU admission (min) 530 (358-570) 624 (232-674) 540 (282-625)
Duration of nCPAP (h) 19 (18-75) 41 (22-60) 38 (18-69)
Duration of mechanical ventilation (h) 79 (65-119) 64 (58-87) 74 (58-98)
Invasive mechanical ventilation (no.) 0/7 0/7 0/14 (0)
LOS PICU (d) 5 (4-7) 5 (5-6) 5 (4-6)
Total LOS (d) 8 (6.5-9.5) 7 (6-9.5) 7.5 (6-10)

FiO2, inspired fraction of oxygen; HFNC, high-flow nasal cannula; LOS, Length of stay; PELOD, Pediatric Logistic Organ Dysfunction; pCO2, partial pressure in carbon dioxide; PICU, pediatric in-
tensive care unit.
Values are median (IQR [first and third quartiles]) or counts (percent-point in group).
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Table III). The esophageal pressure time product decreased over
time in all infants while in the prone position and in 10 infants
while in the supine position. The decrease in the esophageal
pressure time product and transdiaphragmatic pressure time
product per single breath or per minute over time as well as
the magnitude of decrease in esophageal pressure and
transdiaphramagtic pressure swings were significantly greater
in the prone position than in the supine position (Table III).
During expiration, gastric pressure swing was not different
between prone and supine position (3.2 cmH2O [IQR, 2.3-
3.7 cmH2O] vs 3.1 cmH2O [IQR, 2.4-3.5 cmH2O]; P = .95).
The intrinsic PEEP as determined by deflection of the esopha-
geal pressure did not provide reliable results owing to inter-
face air leaks. After attempting to correct for this leak in the
analysis by removing breaths with flow onset before EAdi onset,
the median intrinsic PEEP value was 0.9 cmH2O (IQR, 0.6-
1.5 cmH2O) in the prone position and 1.3 cmH2O (IQR, 0.9-
1.5 cmH2O) in the supine position (P = .25). In infants without
nCPAP, it was not possible to obtain analyzable signals owing
to agitation after removal of the interface.

Eight infants (57%; defined as responders) had an esopha-
geal pressure time product per minute that was lower in the
prone position than in the supine position (Figure 4, A; avail-

able at www.jpeds.com). Among them, 5 were placed first in
the prone position and 3 in the supine position (P = .59). The
median esophageal pressure time product per minute was
similar in the prone position between responders and
nonresponders (227 cmH2O*s/minute [IQR, 158-280cmH2O*s/
minute] vs 227 cmH2O*s/minute [IQR, 159-317cmH2O*s/
minute]; P = .75) but higher in the supine position in
responders (379 cmH2O*s/minute; IQR, 360; 389 cmH2O*s/
minute) than in nonresponders (204 cmH2O*s/minute; IQR,
142-284cmH2O*s/minute; P = .043; Figure 3). Comparisons
for other variables are available in Tables IV and V (both avail-
able at www.jpeds.com).

Effects on EAdi and NME
The maximal inspiratory EAdi value and DEAdi were signifi-
cantly lower in the prone position than in the supine posi-
tion (Table III and Figure 4, B [available at www.jpeds.com]).
The EAdi at the end of the expiratory time was also signifi-
cantly lower in the prone position (2.1 µV; IQR, 1.6-3.6 µV)
than in the supine position (3.5 µV; IQR, 2.4-4.4 µV; P = .03)
and during all expiration time (Figure 5; available at
www.jpeds.com). The diaphragm NME was significantly greater
in the prone position (1.1 cmH2O/µV; IQR, 0.9-1.3 cmH2O/µV)

Table II. Clinical data in prone and supine position at the end of each study period

Clinical measures Supine position Prone position P value*
Relative difference supine

position (%)
Relative difference prone

position (%) P value*

TcPCO2 (kPA) 6.5 (6.1 to 6.8) 6.9 (6.1 to 7.7) .16 −4 (−7.9 to −2.0) −10.4 (−16.0 to −5.6) .24
FiO2 (%) 30 (25 to 35) 27 (25 to 30) .17 0 (0 to 12.5) −1.7 (−15.6 to 0.0) .16
SpO2 (%) 97.5 (95 to 99) 96.5 (94 to 98) .46 0 (−2.8 to 0) −3 (−3.10 to 2.9) .64
Heart rate (beats/min) 159 (146 to 164) 156 (144 to 163) .10 −6.3 (−9.7 to −0.2) −6.8 (−12.2 to −0.5) .82

SpO2, pulse oximetry; TcpCO2, transcutaneous partial pressure in carbon dioxide.
Data are expressed as median (IQR [first and third quartiles]). Relative difference over the study period was calculated using the formula [100*(End value − Initial value)/ Initial value].
*P value by paired nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Table III. Physiological data in prone and supine position at the end of each study period

Physiological measures Supine position Prone position P value*
Relative difference
supine position (%)

Relative difference
prone position (%) P value*

Primary outcome
Esophageal pressure time product/min

(cmH2O*s/min)
353 (249 to 386) 227 (156 to 282) .048 −29.1 (−56.4 to 11.9) −53.6 (−61.5 to −25.2) .013

Secondary outcomes
Transdiaphragmatic pressure time product/

min (cmH2O*s/min)
336 (209 to 394) 232 (204 to 324) .084 −20.4 (−34.6 to −5.8) −40.3 (−50.8 to −12.0) .022

Esophageal pressure time product/breath
(cmH2O*s)

4.6 (3.4 to 5.1) 3.5 (2.9 to 4.2) .048 −19.7 (−45.2 to 4.6) −40.5 (−52.3 to −23.3) .013

Transdiaphragmatic pressure time product/
breath (cmH2O*s)

4.5 (3.6 to 5.8) 3.9 (3.0 to 5.0) .30 −11.0 (−31.0 to 2.0) −27.1 (−46.6 to −1.3) .035

Swing esophageal pressure (cmH2O) 14.9 (11.0 to 16.2) 9.3 (8.3 to 12.8) .035 −27.5 (−43.9 to 8.3) −41.6 (−57.7 to −25.8) .008
Swing transdiaphramagtic pressure (cmH2O) 13.9 (10.2 to 16.9) 11.3 (9.0 to 15.2) .096 −17.0 (−26.8 to −4.1) −40.0 (−42.0 to −10.0) .011
EAdi min (µV) 3.5 (2.4 to 4.4) 2.1 (1.6 to 3.6) .030 −48.4 (−64.9 to 30.3) −62.6 (−77.6 to −36.3) .51
EAdi max (µV) 22 (19 to 28) 16 (10 to 25) .006 −30.2 (−49.4 to −22.4) −57.7 (−68.2 to −43.0) .013
D EAdi (µV) 17 (15 to 22) 13 (8 to 20) .008 −30.1 (−44.9 to −15.7) −57.6 (−66.3 to −39.4) .016
Neural inspiratory time (s) 0.44 (0.38 to 0.53) 0.44 (0.38 to 0.53) .47 8.1 (−2.1 to 19.7) 16.3 (−4.7 to 29.8) .64
Neural inspiratory time/neural total time (%) 0.45 (0.43 to 0.48) 0.47 (0.43 to 0.47) .78 −6.3 (−9.7 to 0.1) −1.8 (−8.6 to 2.9) .47
Respiratory rate (/min) 59 (52 to 77) 66 (46 to 78) .40 −11.9 (−23.5 to 3.1) −11.3 (−20.5 to −0.9) .55

EAdi max, maximal inspiratory EAdi value; EAdi min, EAdi at the end of the expiratory time; D EAdi, EAdi max – EAdi min.
Bold text indicates a statistically significant difference, P <.05.
Data are expressed as median (IQR [first and third quartiles]). Relative difference over the study period was calculated using the formula [100*(End value − Initial value)/ Initial value].
*P value by paired nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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compared with supine position (0.7 cmH2O/µV; IQR, 0.6-
1.2 cmH2O/µV; P = .022).

Discussion

The present study described the neural and mechanical con-
sequences of prone positioning in children with severe bron-
chiolitis and found that the prone position can decrease
inspiratory effort (estimated by the esophageal pressure swing)
and the metabolic cost of breathing (estimated by the esopha-
geal pressure time product). The measurement of mechani-
cal variables assessing the effort of breathing associated with
neural and clinical measures provides robust and original data.
These indicators, focused primarily on inspiratory effort, were
lower in the prone position as compared with the supine po-
sition, and they decreased over time in both positions, but more
efficiently in the prone position than in the supine position.
Furthermore, the EAdi, which reflects the neural drive to the
diaphragm,16,20 also decreased over time and was signifi-
cantly lower in the prone position. The m-WCAS, described
previously to standardize the scoring of accessory muscles used
in bronchiolitis,18,21 was also significantly lower in the prone
position than in the supine position. It is also noteworthy that
the decrease in the inspiratory efforts and demand was asso-
ciated with stable ventilation, with no deterioration in CO2 mea-
surement. All mechanical, neural, and clinical measures were
consistent and showed that breathing was easier in the prone

position than in the supine position, as previously reported
in neonates.22 Concerning diaphragm function, there was an
increase of transdiaphramagtic pressure/DEAdi ratio in the
prone position, which corresponds with an improvement of
the diaphragm NME.16,23,24 Rehan et al described that in healthy
term infants, the diaphragm was significantly thicker and
shorter in the prone position than in the supine position.25 They
hypothesized that this thickening might be attributable to an
increased diaphragmatic work in the prone position, which is
not in agreement with the findings of the present study. We
hypothesize that, in children with severe bronchiolitis, the im-
provement of NME resulted from lower airway resistance, im-
proved lung recruitment,26 and therefore an improvement of
the dome shape of the diaphragm and its excursion.27

Echographic assessment of the diaphragm in bronchiolitis will
be interesting to confirm this hypothesis.

Among our population, 6 infants were considered as
nonresponders to the prone position. We found that the meta-
bolic cost of breathing was similar in the prone position in re-
sponders and nonresponders, although a difference was
observed in the supine position. Infants who respond to prone
positioning had a significantly higher value of esophageal pres-
sure time product per minute in the supine position than
nonresponders. These results suggest that the prone position
may be particularly beneficial in infants with higher effort in
the supine position.

All infants were ventilated using a noninvasive interface
(nasal mask) and presence of air leaks was the main limita-

Figure 3. Box plot of esophageal pressure time product per minute in the prone and supine positions in all children and in
responders and nonresponders. The esophageal pressure time product per minute was similar in the prone position between
responders and nonresponders (P = .75) but significantly higher in the supine position in responders than in nonresponders
(P = .043)
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tion for an accurate measurement of flow (and volume) and
for the calculation of work of breathing. PTP and amplitude
of pleural depression (swing) were used as an estimation of
the metabolic cost of the respiratory muscles and inspiratory
effort, as has been reported in several studies conducted in
adults and children during noninvasive ventilation.14,28 For
calculation, time cursors were placed using the EAdi signal
and not the flow signal for several reasons. First, in lower
obstructive lung disease, the beginning of inspiration based
on flow signal may be delayed and so the PTP does not
consider the part owing to intrinsic PEEP.29 Second, air leaks
may also influence the timing of the beginning of inspira-
tion (and expiration). Neural time cursor may, therefore,
vary less in these conditions and this may influence the PTP
calculation herein. However, pressure swing, which is inde-
pendent of time, was consistent with PTP results, suggesting
that the choice of neural time did not affect the conclusions
of the present study.

For expiration, the similar expiratory gastric pressure swing
described suggests no change in abdominal muscle recruit-
ment, but the tonic activity of the diaphragm (EAdi at the end
of the expiratory time) was lower in the prone position than
in the supine position in the present study. The diaphragm may
play a role in preserving lung volume and protecting against
collapse during mechanical ventilation in acute respiratory dis-
tress syndrome, as suggested previously.30-32 In infants, the dia-
phragm also remains active during expiration, which is thought
to contribute to actively maintain the end-expiratory lung
volume.33,34 Indeed, infants <1 year of age have to actively main-
tain their end-expiratory lung volume above the relaxation
volume,35,36 owing to the high compliance of their chest wall.
Bronchiolitis seems to be a condition in which tonic EAdi is
particularly high.33 The decrease in tonic EAdi is likely to be
beneficial when considering the energetic cost and the need
for the diaphragm to rest during expiration.

Respiratory conditions also improved over time in the 2
positions. Hough et al have demonstrated in neonates using
electrical impedance tomography that “change” in body po-
sition leads to an improvement in ventilation distribution,
irrespective of the position.37 Herein, change over time seems
to be greater in the prone position than in the supine posi-
tion. This finding may be explained by the fact that children
with bronchiolitis have respiratory mechanics different from
neonates (e.g., obstructive lung disease and air trapping with
high end-expiratory lung volume)38 and part of the improve-
ment may be due to the decrease of resistance and compliance,
and not only by improvement of ventilation homogeneity.
Infants were placed in the supine position (or lateral posi-
tion) before the study, and, although the study was designed
as crossover study with a 15-minute washout period in the
supine position between the 2 study periods, it is not pos-
sible to exclude an ordering effect. Furthermore, Hough et al
investigated lung function improvement in children under
CPAP at 2 and 4 hours after change and found that the peak
was at 2 hours. We evaluated lung function after 1 hour;
thus, the optimal duration of prone positioning in this popu-
lation needs to be defined.

The beneficial effects of the prone position in bronchiol-
itis described here are likely to be related to the significant
changes in respiratory mechanics provided by this position.
Prone position effects oppose the main consequences of the
disease, namely, increased airway resistance and dynamic hy-
perinflation that contribute to the high effort and the
ventilation–perfusion mismatch.2,14 Numa et al demon-
strated that, in intubated children with obstructive disease,
prone positioning decreased airway resistance.12 This phe-
nomenon was also reported in adults with chronic obstructive
disease in whom prone positioning led to a decrease of resis-
tance and dynamic hyperinflation, resulting in an improvement
of work of breathing.39 In preterm infants, Gouna et al de-
scribed that the thoracoabdominal synchrony was improved
in the prone position, leading to a decrease of dynamic eleva-
tion of end-expiratory lung volume.11 The prone position is
also known to improve oxygenation in neonates40 and in
patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome9,41 by ho-
mogenization of the ventilation to perfusion ratio.26,42 However,
we failed to demonstrate a benefit of the prone position on
oxygenation measures, although the inspired fraction of oxygen
tended to be lower in the prone position. This finding may
be related to the limited duration of the investigation that
could have been too short to identify such differences.43

The present study has several limitations. First, it is a physi-
ological study with a limited sample size and a short-term
evaluation. This design was chosen to have no change in the
modalities of nCPAP delivery and to allow the investigators
to be present during the entire recording to check continu-
ously the interface, air leaks, and position. Second, it was not
possible to test the hypothesis of lower intrinsic PEEP in
response to a decrease of respiratory airway resistance and
dynamic hyperinflation. Third, the change in pressure signals
in the prone position may potentially relate to a change in
mediastinal pressure transmission or a positioning against
the wall of the structure. The position of catheter was checked
at the beginning of each recording. Furthermore, esophageal
pressure measurement remains the reference for pleural pres-
sure evaluation and has been used in several recent studies
investigating the prone position.44,45 Fourth, the sleeping state
that may impact the neural drive and the use of accessory
muscles was not recorded. In addition, all patients were already
treated by nCPAP and the level of PEEP for both positions
was chosen based on previous data in bronchiolitis in the
supine position.14,46 Prone positioning further decreased the
esophageal pressure time product by one-third in compari-
son with the supine position, but it is possible that the level
of nCPAP in the prone position may have become higher
than the intrinsic PEEP in some infants, and paradoxically
increased the effort of breathing based on the waterfalls theory.39

It would be interesting to compare the effects of the prone
position to ventilatory support in itself or with other levels
of PEEP.

Further studies are needed to evaluate the potential impact
of these physiological findings in infants with severe
bronchiolitis. ■
Acknowledgments available at www.jpeds.com
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Figure 1. Example of a recording. Flow, volume (Vol.), airway pressure, esophageal pressure, gastric pressure, transdiaphragmatic
pressure, and EAdi were recorded simultaneously. Neural time cursors (colored vertical bars) were placed at the beginning of
neural inspiration (1), the maximal inspiratory EAdi value (2), the end of neural inspiration (3), and at the end of neural expi-
ration (4).
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Assessed for eligibility (n = 62)

Excluded  (n = 46)
Not meeting inclusion criteria (n = 32)
Declined to participate (n = 2) 
Investigators not available (n = 12)

Supine position first (n = 8)
Received allocated intervention (n = 8)

Prone position first (n = 8)
Received allocated intervention (n = 8)

Randomized (n = 16)

Supine position second (n = 8)
Received allocated intervention (n = 8)

Prone position second  (n = 8)
Received allocated intervention (n = 8)

Analyzed  (n = 7)
Excluded from analysis (n = 1)

Analyzed  (n = 7)
Excluded from analysis (n = 1)

Allocation

Analysis

Enrollment

Washout for 15 minutes

Figure 2. BRONCHIO-DV study flowchart.

Figure 4. Reduction of the esophageal pressure time product per minute A, and change in amplitude of DEAdi B, in the prone
position.
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Figure 5. EAdi during expiration. Time between the EAdi peak and the end of expiration was divided into four equally sized
quartiles (Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4). The mean values of each expiratory quartile are presented in the prone position (continuous
line) and the supine position (discontinuous line). Values of EAdi in the prone and supine positions are presented at each time
as median (IQR; first and third quartiles) below the figure.

Table IV. Demographic and clinical data at admission
between responders and nonresponders

Responders
(n = 8)

Nonresponders
(n = 6) P value*

Age, d 40 (30-63) 24 (17-40) .14
Weight (g) 4415 (3620-4710) 3850 (3460-4315) .34
PELOD 2 score 3 (3-5) 3 (3-3) .57
pH 7.29 (7.23-7.31) 7.30 (7.27-7.34) .66
pCO2 (kPA) 7.65 (7.45-8.56) 7.9 (7.32-8.33) .95
m-WCAS 5 (4.38-5.10) 4.5 (4.5-4.9) .66
Heart rate (beats/min) 166 (156-177) 161 (149-175) .75
FiO2 (%) 33 (29-36) 28 (25-34) .41

FiO2, inspired fraction of oxygen; pCO2, partial pressure in carbon dioxide; PELOD, Pediatric Lo-
gistic Organ Dysfunction.
Data are expressed as median (IQR [first and third quartiles]).
*P value by independent samples Mann–Whitney U test.
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Table V. Physiological data in prone and supine position between responders and nonresponders

Responders
(n = 8)

Nonresponders
(n = 6) P value*

Prone position
Neural inspiratory time/neural total time (%) 0.47 (0.46-0.47) 0.44 (0.43-0.47) .76
Respiratory rate (/min) 66 (52-77) 62 (44-78) .76
EAdi max (µV) 16 (13-20) 19 (10-26) .57
Swing esophageal pressure (cmH2O) 9.2 (7.9-12.3) 10.2 (9.2-15.9) .76
Swing transdiaphramagtic pressure (cmH2O) 10.5 (9.0-14.7) 11.6 (9.4-17.4) .49
Esophageal pressure time product/breath (cmH2O*s) 2.9 (2.8-3.9) 3.9 (3.6-4.2) .14
Transdiaphragmatic pressure time product/breath (cmH2O*s) 3.4 (2.8-4.4) 4.8 (4.1-5.0) .36
Esophageal pressure time product/min (cmH2O*s/min) 227 (158-280) 227 (159-317) .75
Transdiaphragmatic pressure time product/min (cmH2O*s/min) 247 (201-321) 213 (204-322) 1.0

Supine position
Neural inspiratory time/neural total time (%) 0.47 (0.46-0.49) 0.44 (0.41-0.45) .06
Respiratory rate (/min) 61 (54-76) 58 (49-73) .66
EAdi max (µV) 25 (23-31) 19 (18-20) .11
Swing esophageal pressure (cmH2O) 15.2 (14.4-16.3) 9.2 (6.9-15.0) .23
Swing transdiaphramagtic pressure (cmH2O) 15.6 (12.7-17.2) 9.4 (9.1-14.3) .11
Esophageal pressure time product/breath (cmH2O*s) 5.0 (4.0-6.3) 3.2 (3.0-4.6) .081
Transdiaphragmatic pressure time product/breath (cmH2O*s) 5.3 (4.2-6.5) 3.7 (3.4-4.5) .14
Esophageal pressure time product/min (cmH2O*s/min) 379 (360-389) 204 (142-284) .043
Transdiaphragmatic pressure time product/min (cmH2O*s/min) 393 (326-419) 209 (172-299) .029

EAdi max, maximal inspiratory EAdi value.
Bold text indicates a statistically significant difference, P <.05.
Data are expressed as median (IQR [first and third quartiles]).
*P value by independent samples Mann–Whitney U test.
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Neurally Adjusted Ventilator Assist (NAVA) Reduces
Asynchrony During Non-Invasive Ventilation for

Severe Bronchiolitis

Florent Baudin, MD,1 Robin Pouyau, MD,1 Fleur Cour-Andlauer, MD,1,2 Julien Berthiller, MSc,2,3

Dominique Robert, MD, PhD,4 and Etienne Javouhey, MD, PhD
1,4*

Summary. Background: To determine the prevalence of main inspiratory asynchrony events

during non-invasive intermittent positive-pressure ventilation (NIV) for severe bronchiolitis.

Ventilator response time and asynchrony were compared in neurally adjusted ventilator assist

(NAVA) and in pressure assist/control (PAC) modes. Methods: This prospective physiological

study was performed in a university hospital’s paediatric intensive care unit and included 11

children (aged 35.2�23 days) with respiratory syncytial virus bronchiolitis with failure of nCPAP.

Patients received NIV for 2 hr in PACmode followed by 2 hr in NAVAmode. Electrical activity of the

diaphragmand pressure curveswere recorded for 10min. Trigger delay, main asynchronies (auto-

triggering, double triggering, or non-triggered breaths) were analyzed, and the asynchrony index

was calculated for eachperiod. Results: The asynchrony indexwas lower duringNAVA than during

PAC (3�3% vs. 38�21%, P<0.0001), and the trigger delay was shorter (43.9�7.2 vs.

116.0�38.9ms, P<0.0001). Ineffective efforts were significantly less frequent in NAVA mode

(0.54�1.5 vs. 21.8�16.5 events/min, P¼0.01). Patient respiratory rates were similar, but the

ventilator rate was higher in NAVA than in PAC mode (59.5�17.9 vs. 49.8�8.5/min, P¼0.03).

The TcPCO2 baselines values (64�12 mmHg vs. 62�9 mmHg during NAVA, P¼0.30) were the

same and their evolution over the 2 hr study period (�6�10 mmHg vs. �12�17 mmHg during

NAVA, P¼0.36) did not differ. Conclusion: Patient-ventilator inspiratory asynchronies and trigger

delay were dramatically lower in NAVA mode than in PAC mode during NIV in infants with severe

bronchiolitis. Pediatr Pulmonol. � 2014 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: neurally adjusted ventilatory assist; non-invasive ventilation; bronchiolitis;

patient-ventilator interaction; trigger delay.
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INTRODUCTION

Respiratory syncytial virus bronchiolitis is one of the
most important health problems in infants.1 It is the
leading cause of hospitalization in infants less than 1 year
old in developed countries, with 2–6% of these infants
admitted to a paediatric intensive care unit (PICU).2,3

Airway inflammation leads to an increase in respiratory
muscle load and may lead to respiratory failure.4–6

Nasal continuous positive airway pressure (nCPAP)
was proposed as an effective treatment for severe
bronchiolitis and as an alternative to transtracheal
intubation to provide invasive intermittent positive
pressure ventilation.5–7 Several physiological studies
have reported that nCPAP decreases the load on
inspiratory muscles during breathing.4–6 A randomized,
cross-over study8 detected a significant improvement in
patients treated with nCPAP. nCPAP was also associated
with significant reductions in ventilator time, length of
stay, and economic burden.9,10 In our centre, non-invasive
intermittent positive pressure ventilation (NIV) is used as
rescue assistance when nCPAP fails,7,11 before the
application of transtracheal intubation and invasive
ventilation.
Patient-ventilator asynchrony is frequent in adults

treated with NIV, affecting up to 43% of them.12

Asynchrony increases the work of breathing and is
associated with longer periods of mechanical ventilation
andmoreNIV failure.13,14 In a recent study, Vignaux et al.
reported an asynchrony rate of 65% for children on NIV
pressure support.15

Neurally adjusted ventilatory assist (NAVA) is a
relatively new assisted ventilatory mode delivering
inspiratory pressures in response to the electrical activity
of the diaphragm (EAdi).16 NAVA is routinely used in our
PICU both for invasive ventilation and for NIV. In adults,
NAVA limits patient-ventilator asynchronies compared to
pressure support ventilation17,18 during NIV. NAVA has
also been shown to improve patient-ventilator asynchro-
nies after extubation in premature infants.19 Recently, a
prospective randomized, cross-over study of six infants
aged 4 weeks to 5 years demonstrated the effectiveness of
NAVA in reducing patient-ventilator asynchrony.15

To our knowledge, no data have been published on the
use of NAVA in NIV for infants presenting with severe
bronchiolitis. The aim of this physiological study was to
evaluate the feasibility of NAVA for delivering NIV to
patients younger than 6 months with severe bronchiolitis
and to compare its effects on patient-ventilator synchro-
nization with NIV delivering pressure assist control
(PAC) ventilation.

METHODS

This prospective trial was performed in a 23-bed
university-based hospital PICU (Lyon, France) between

December 2012 andMarch 2013. The institutional review
board (Comite�de Protection des Personnes Sud-Est II,
Lyon, France) approved the protocol (ref. number: 2012-
A01409–34), and informed consent was obtained from
the parents or legal guardians of the study subjects.

Population

Patients younger than 6 months of age admitted to the
PICU for severe bronchiolitis were first treated with
nCPAP. Severe bronchiolitis was defined as acute
respiratory failure (tachypnea >60/min or apnea, signs
of clinical respiratory distress, and hypercapnia >50
mmHg (6.5 kPa)) associated with clinical and radiologi-
cal signs of bronchiolitis due to respiratory syncytial virus
infection.5,20 Respiratory syncytial virus was confirmed
by the polymerase chain reaction kit Respiratory Multi
Well System r-gene (Argene/bioMerieux, Verniolle,
France) identification. These patients were included in
the present study in the case of failure of nCPAP applied
for at least 2 hr, defined as: 1) more than three apnea
events per hour or 2) increase of respiratory distress signs
associated with worsening of blood acidosis (pH< 7.30,
pCO2 or transcutaneous pCO2 (TcPCO2) > 60mmHg
(8 kPa)). Patients with underlying cardiopulmonary,
neuromuscular, or chronic respiratory disease were
excluded. According to our PICU protocol, children
with altered level of consciousness, FiO2 requirement
above 60%, respiratory fatigue demonstrated by decrease
in respiratory distress signs or haemodynamic instability
were intubated.

Standard Treatment of Bronchiolitis

All infants included were laid in dorsal 308 proclivity
and given chest physiotherapy when judged necessary.
They were fed continuously via orogastric tubes or
received intravenous fluids. Infants were not sedated. In
accordance with French consensus guidelines, cortico-
steroids and caffeine were never used.
We carried out continuous cardiorespiratory monitor-

ing (heart rate, SpO2, and intermittent blood pressure)
with an Intellivue MP70 cardioscope (Philips Medical
Systems, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). We measured
TcPCO2 using an SDMS TcPCO2 (SenTec, Therwil,
Switzerland) or a TcPCO2module for an IntelliVueMP70
cardioscope (Philips Medical Systems).

Ventilator and Interface

Infants were ventilated with a Servo-I (Maquet Critical
Care, Solna, Sweden) using the NIV software option. A
dedicated module was used for NAVA.
To deliver NIV in both modes, double ventilatory

circuits with heated humidifier and infant nasal masks
(Fisher and Paykel Healthcare, Auckland, New Zealand)
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were used. A specific orogastric tube with several
electrodes (EAdi catheter, Maquet Critical Care) for
recording diaphragmatic activity was positioned accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions.21

Study Protocol

After positioning of the EAdi catheter, NIV was started
in PACmode. After 2 hr of PAC, NAVAwas applied for an
additional 2 hr.
For both modes, the attending physician adjusted the

ventilator settings for 20min. Positive end-expiratory
pressure (PEEP) was first set to 4–5 cmH2O and FiO2 was
set to maintain SpO2 �92%. If the inspiratory oxygen
fraction (FiO2) level was above 35%, then the PEEP level
was increased by steps of 1 cmH2O, with a maximum
increase of 4 cmH2O. After optimization, the same level
of PEEP was used during all subsequent phases of the
study. FiO2 was then decreased to the lowest possible
level. The pressure level was first set to 12 cmH2O and
increased step by step to obtain a compromise between
decreasing respiratory distress signs (respiratory rate, use
of accessory muscles, nose flaring, intercostal and
xyphoid retraction) and increasing leaks. The respiratory
rate was initially set between 35 and 40/min during PAC
mode and the ratio of inspiratory time to expiratory time
(I:E) at 1:2 based on previous physiological study5,6

which determined a ratio of inspiratory time to total cycle
time (Ti/Ttot) between 0.36 and 0.5 in children with
bronchiolitis in spontaneous ventilation. Adjustments of
I/E ratio and respiratory rate were performed by the
attending physician according to the clinical assessment
of patient-ventilator synchrony for 20min. The EAdi
trigger was set to the default value of 0.5mV; the PAC
trigger was set automatically in NIV and was non-
adjustable. The NAVA gain level was set to 1.0 cmH2O/
mV, and then increased to obtain a pressure level at least
equal to the pressure in PAC mode. In each mode, the
airway pressure limit was at 30 cmH2O.
At the end of the study period, childrenwere left in PAC

or NAVA mode based on the physician’s judgment. No
other changes in practice have occurred.

Recordings and Measurements

Data from the ventilator (EAdi, flow, and airway
pressure signals) were acquired continuously on a laptop
at 100Hz using ServoI-RCR software v3.7.5 (Maquet
Critical Care, Solna, Sweden). After a 20min stabiliza-
tion period, 10min of operation were recorded in each
mode, without any change in ventilator settings. Pressure,
EAdi, and flow curve of the fifth minute of operation were
blindly analyzed by one investigator, breath by breath.
Patient and ventilator rates were determined by analyzing
the EAdi and flow curves. Trigger delaywas defined as the
time between the elevation of the EAdi curve and the

elevation of the flow curve, as described previously.15 The
three main inspiratory asynchronies (autotriggering,
double triggering, and ineffective effort) were identified
(Fig. 1). The index of asynchrony was calculated as the
sum of the occurrences of the three asynchrony types
divided by the number of triggered and non-triggered
cycles, as previously described.13,23

Statistical Analysis

Categorical data were expressed as percentages and
compared using the chi-squared test or Fisher’s exact test
when the conditions for application of the chi-squared test
were not met. Quantitative variables were expressed as
means and standard deviations (SDs). As measures were
successively performed on each patient, we used
Student’s t-test for matched pairs to compare these
values. Differences were considered statistically signifi-
cant at 5% (P< 0.05). Statistical analyses were conducted
using SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).

RESULTS

Between December andMarch 2013, 126 patients were
admitted for severe bronchiolitis; 14 (11.1%) children
were enrolled in our study. Three patients were excluded
at the time of analysis, one due to a missing recording in
NAVA mode, one due to a missing EAdi curve in PAC
mode, and one due to aberrant data from a defect in the
RS232 cable.
Patient characteristics appear in Table 1. All patients

were aged less than 3 months, with a mean age of
35.2� 23 days and a mean weight of 3.73� 0.70 kg. Two
patients were born preterm (32 and 36 weeks of
gestational age). Two children presented co-infection
with picornavirus. The mean length of nCPAP use before
inclusion was 12.36� 10.10 hr. At enrolment, the mean
blood-gas values were as follows: pH 7.25� 0.06 and
pCO2 71� 10mmHg (9.5� 1.3 kPa).
Clinical characteristics at the beginning of the two

periods of recording are presented in Table 2. The
modified Wood’s clinical asthma score (m-WCAS) was
the same in the PAC and NAVA periods (3.3� 1.0 vs.
3.1� 1.9, respectively, P¼ 0.87). The TcPCO2 baselines
values (64.5� 12mmHg (8.6� 1.6kPa) vs. 62� 9mmHg
(8.1� 1.2 kPa) during NAVA, P¼ 0.3) and their evolu-
tions during the study period (�6� 10mmHg
(-0.8� 1.4 kPa) vs. �12� 17mmHg (�1.6� 2.3 kPa)
during NAVA, P¼ 0.36) did not differ.
All children received NIV with a nasal mask. No

sedation was administered. No problem with the EAdi
tubing occurred. A total of 22min and 1431 respiratory
cycles of data were analyzed. The main respiratory
parameters are presented in Table 3.
The asynchrony index, the primary endpoint of this

study, was significantly lower inNAVAmode compared to
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PAC mode (3� 3% and 38� 21% respectively
P< 0.0001). In addition, the trigger delay was shorter
during NAVA than during PAC (116� 3.8ms and
43.9� 7.2ms, respectively, P< 0.0001). Only one child
had a trigger delay above 50ms (51.1ms) during NAVA
mode. Ineffective breathing efforts were significantly

more frequent in PAC mode than in NAVA mode
(21.8� 16.5 vs. 0.54� 1.5 events/min, respectively;
Fig. 2). One child had no ineffective effort during PAC
ventilation.
At the end of the study, eight children (63.6%)were left

on NAVA ventilation. The mean duration of ventilation

Fig. 1. Examples of the three main asynchronies in a child on non-invasive ventilation.Arrow

indicates abnormal events and vertical line indicates the beginning of the cycle. Paw, airway

pressure; Eadi, electrical activity of the diaphragm.

TABLE 1—Characteristics Data at Inclusion and Outcome of the Eleven Children With Severe Bronchiolitis With Failure of
Nasal Continuous Positive Airway Pressure

N8 Age (days) Weight (Kg) Sex Length of nCPAP (H) Length of MV (H) Final mode Intubation PICU stay (Days)

1 35 4.20 M 13 114 NAVA No 7

2 22 4.00 M 5 118 NAVA No 8

3 46 3.56 M 12 145 PAC No 10

4 14 3.45 M 31 196 PAC No 10

5 63 4.53 F 27 85 NAVA No 5

6 17 2.50 F 15 226 NAVA Yes 11

7 27 3.80 M 2 110 NAVA No 5

8 15 3.50 M 2 184 PAC Yes 10

9 1 56 3.60 M 4 320 PAC Yes 16

10 80 5.00 M 5 81 NAVA No 6

111 12 2.90 F 20 288 NAVA No 14

Mean 35.2 3.73 12.36 170 9.27

SD 23 0.70 10.10 81 3.55

nCPAP, nasal continuous positive airway pressure; MV, Mechanical ventilation; H, hours; NAVA, Neurally adjusted ventilatory assist; PAC,

pressure assist/control; PICU, Paediatric intensive care unit.
1preterm children
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was 7.08� 3.38 days for a mean PICU length of stay of
9.27� 3.55 days. The rate of intubation in this study
was 27%.

DISCUSSION

This physiological study investigated NAVA in NIV in a
homogenous paediatric population of children with severe
bronchiolitis. NAVA is associated with a significant
improvement in patient-ventilator interactions, reducing
main asynchrony and ventilator response time three-fold.
Studies involving paediatric patients with this new
technology in non-invasive ventilation are rare. Only
two studies have addressedNAVA inNIV, one in premature
children19 and one in children older than four weeks.15

Ventilators have difficulties in detecting inspiratory effort
in these patients due to leaks, to the physiological
characteristics of young children (low tidal volume and
high respiratory rate). These studies suggest that NAVA
may be a possible alternative to the usual mode of NIVand
that patient-ventilator synchronization is improved.

Inspiratory asynchrony is one of themain limitations of
NIV in infants and is known to increase the work of
breathing during invasive ventilation.13,24 The observed
reductions in the main asynchrony event during the
inspiratory phasewere impressive, and in accordancewith
previous reports in children15,19 and in adults.17,18,25 In
bronchiolitis, dynamic hyperinflation may increase the
frequency of ineffective respiratory effort as described in
adult patients with expiratory airflow limitation.13 It was
interesting to observe that the ventilator rate was more
closely approximated to the patient respiratory rate due to
better synchronization.
Reduction of the trigger delay suggests that inspiratory

synchronization during NAVA is more effective. Trigger
delay is a complex issue and is influenced by numerous
factors: ventilator characteristics and setting, patient-
ventilator interface and patient respiratory status. In our
study, we attempted to limit confounding factors.Water in
the circuit and air leaks were frequently monitored. In
addition, nasal suctioning was performed and the
interface was adjusted before each recording. Nasal
airways were left unobstructed as the probe was inserted
through the mouth. Respiratory drive may also play a role
and high respiratory drive is associated with a shorter
trigger delay.26 In our study, the respiratory drive seemed
similar in both groups, as reflected by the similar EAdi27

(P¼ 0.8). The trigger delay observed during NAVA and
PAC was shorter than observed in a previous study on
NIV.15 We attributed the short trigger delay observed in
children with bronchiolitis to the high respiratory rate and
high respiratory drive (EAdi) in these patients.22,26,28

NAVA may be useful in this population because
bronchiolitis leads to an airway inflammation with
increased airway resistance and auto-peep. Changes in
pressure or flow during inspiration could be poorly

TABLE 2—Characteristics at the Beginning of the Two
Periods (Pressure Assist Control and Neurally Adjusted
Ventilatory Assist Modes) of Recording in Children (n¼ 11)

PAC NAVA P1

Heart rate (n/min) 163.6 (14.4) 169.3 (8.2) 0.18

SpO2 (%) 95.3 (2.5) 96.7 (2.4) 0.07

TcpCO2 (mmHg) 64 (12) 61 (9) 0.3

m-WCAS 3.3 (1.0) 3.1 (1.9) 0.87

NAVA, neurally adjusted ventilatory assist; PAC, pressure assist/

control; SpO2, pulse oximetry; TcPCO2 , transcutaneous pCO2; m-

WCAS, modified Wood’s clinical asthma score. Values are expressed

as mean (SD).
1Student’s t-test for matched pairs.

TABLE 3—Respiratory Parameters and Measurements During a One Minute Recording in Children (n¼11) under Non-
invasive Ventilation

PAC NAVA P1

Respiratory parameter

FiO2 (%) 31.5 (9,4) 29.2 (9.6) 0.22

Trigger Auto 0.5 (0)

NAVA Level (cmH2O/mV) 1.35 (0.37)

Neural respiratory rate (n/min) 54.3 (19.7) 60.7 (19.5) 0.16

Ventilator respiratory rate (n/min) 49.8 (8.5) 59.5 (17.9) 0.03

PEEP (cmH2O) 5.4 (1.1) 5.4 (1.2) 0.95

Pmax (cmH2O) 15.2 (2.5) 18.7 (4.9) 0.09

EAdi max (mV) 25.3 (15.4) 24.1 (12.8) 0.80

Autotriggerring (n/min) 8.2 (13.3) 0.09 (0.3) 0.07

Ineffective effort (n/min) 21.8 (16.5) 0.54 (1.5) 0.001

Double triggering (n/min) 1.0 (0.89) 1.56 (0.62) 0.28

Asynchrony index (%) 0.38 (0.21) 0.03 (0.03) <0.0001

Trigger delay (ms) 116.0 (38.9) 43.9 (7.2) <0.0001

NAVA, Neurally adjusted ventilatory assist, PAC, pressure assist/control, FiO2, inspiratory oxygen fraction, Pmax, maximal airway pressure,

EAdi, electrical activity of the diaphragm. Values are expressed as mean (SD).
1Student’s t-test for matched pairs.
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transmitted through an obstructed airway to the ventilator,
especially during NIV. The EAdi-based triggering with
NAVA should theoretically not be influenced by auto-
PEEP. Bellani et al. confirmed recently that the effort
necessary to overcome auto-PEEP was lower during
NAVA than PSV, in COPD patients.29 This benefit may be
the same in children with bronchiolitis and may explain a
part of the reduction of trigger delay. We did not measure
indices of work of breathing but as suggested in previous
studies, the reduction of the trigger delay leads to a
decrease in the work needed to activate an assist.22,30

For several years, the use of NIV in bronchiolitis has
dramatically increased in European countries10,31,32 and
in Australia,33 and it is now the primary ventilatory
support in our unit as reported in 2008.7 In accordance
with our practice, in situations of nCPAP failure, NIV is
attempted in order to avoid intubation. Due to patient-
ventilator asynchrony, NIV is hard to apply, especially in
infants. Rather than switching directly from nCPAP to
invasive ventilation, more efficient NIV modes such as
NAVAmay be attempted.7,11,31,34 The rate of intubation in

our study was 27% despite the fact that our population
was representative of severe patients with bronchiolitis.
In the current study, children were not sedated, as

sedative drugs are typically avoid in our PICU for this
population.7 This may have facilitated the recording of
EAdi and NAVAventilation as sedation has been shown to
decrease the respiratory drive and the intensity of the
EAdi signal.35,36 However, in the study by Vignaux
et al.15 most children received some sedation while on
NIV NAVA. Other studies have shown that sedation does
not seem to be a limit to use NAVA.35,36

The inclusion of two children (number 7 and 8) with
significant apnea may be questionable because NAVA is
triggered by patients’ spontaneous breathing. Previous
studies suggested that central apnea could be safely
treated with CPAP in bronchiolitis37 by reducing loop
gain.38 Based on these observations, a trial of NIV was
undertaken in our PICU under close clinical monitoring
with blood gas analysis every two hours. One out of the
two children was ultimately intubated and the other was
successfully ventilated with NAVA mode for 4 days.

Fig. 2. Three main asynchronies and asynchrony-index children (n¼11) on NIV for severe

bronchiolitis in PAC and NAVA modes. NAVA, Neurally adjusted ventilatory assist, PAC,

pressure assist/control, n/min, events/min.
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No adverse events occurred during this study, which is
consistent with other studies using NAVA in children for
invasive ventilation39 and NIV.15,19 In our four years of
practice, the primary problem with NAVA during NIV
was the probe stability. Some children suck on the
orogastric probe, which may lead to a loss of the
diaphragmatic signal requiring replacement of the probe
by the nurse. Studies with larger samples are needed to
demonstrate the safety of this new ventilatory mode in
children.
Our study has several limitations. First, we used the

data provided by the ventilator itself (EAdi, Flow and
pressure signals) and not from independent and proximal
sensors. The device does not allow performing indepen-
dent calibration.
Second, the order of the two observational sessions was

not randomized, and was the same (PAC then NAVA) for
all patients. Also, respiratory parameters could be
improved after 2 hr of ventilation in PAC mode. The
blood gas analyses however, were similar at the beginning
of the two periods studied. In light of the extent of the
improvement of patient-ventilator asynchronies, it is
unlikely that this effect was only due to the evolving
natural history of ventilated children with bronchiolitis.
Since our analysis relied on paired tests and because of the
very significant result on synchronization, this bias did not
impact the conclusion of our study.
Third, we chose to compare PACwith NAVA due to the

difficulties of using pressure-support ventilation during
NIV in very young children. Because of very low tidal
volume, high respiratory rate, and leaks in NIV,
ventilators have difficulties with detecting inspiratory
effort. In our experience, alarms and secure apnoea
ventilation occurred very frequently during pressure-
support ventilation, and we abandoned it for infants with
severe bronchiolitis. Ultimately the rate of asynchrony
(38%) found in our study during PACmodewas similar to
those previously reported in children on pressure support
ventilation (40–65.5%).15Further more, we cannot ex-
clude that ventilator characteristics and settings may
influence the occurrence of asynchrony and the trigger
delay. Ventilator settings (I/E ratio, respiratory rate,
pressure level,…) however, were optimized before
recording which reflects the practices in our unit. During
CPAP, the PEEP was set at 7 cmH2O for all patients,
consistent with a previous study.5 During NIV, the PEEP
was lowered (5.4 cmH2O) during both PAC and NAVA
modes to decrease the risks of leaks. Patients were
especially hypercapnic and not very hypoxic (FiO2¼
31.5% in PAC and 29.2% in NAVA). The optimal settings
in NAVA are unknown, and settings are employed mainly
based on experience. Practices were not modified in this
study and reflect the choices of the physicians in charge.
Emeriaud et al. suggested an adjustment of ventilator
settings based on EAdi values.40

Another limitation of the present investigation is that
we were interested only in the three main inspiratory
asynchrony events (autotriggering, double triggering, and
ineffective effort) addressed in a previous study23 because
they were easily and objectively identified. Other
asynchronies, especially premature and late cycling, are
important to consider during pressure support ventilation.
Reductions in these asynchronies seems to be less
important in other studies compared to reductions in
the three main asynchronies.13,15,17 Flow asynchronies,
defined as a mismatch between the ventilator flow and the
patient flowwere reported in animals during NAVA.30We
did not analyze this type of asynchrony in our study.
In conclusion, this study provides an overview of the

benefit of NAVA on synchronization, and demonstrates
the feasibility of NAVA in a homogenous population of
infants with severe bronchiolitis who failed nCPAP.
However, in the absence of large studies designed to assess
the clinical benefits and the safety ofNAVAin childrenwith
severe bronchiolitis such a mode must be applied very
cautiously. The results of this physiological study are
encouraging and could help design a multicentre prospec-
tive study on NAVA in non-invasive ventilation in children.
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Dear Editor, 

Though neurally adjusted ventilatory assist (NAVA) is known to improve patient-ventilator 

interactions in infants with bronchiolitis [1,2], its impact on respiratory muscles unloading has 

not previously been studied.  

 

We conducted  a secondary analysis (ethics committee approval CE_SRLF_18-48) of a 

prospective physiological study [3] which evaluated the impact of body positioning on work of 

breathing (WOB) in infants with severe bronchiolitis. Seven of the children included (median 

age 35 [27-63] days), had a respiratory recording during the transition from nasal continuous 

positive airway pressure (nCPAP, set at 7cmH2O[4]) to NAVA. Esophageal (Peso), gastric 

(Pga) and airway (Paw) pressures, as well as Electrical activity of the diaphragm (Edi), and 

flow were recorded simultaneously. Median NAVA level was set at 0.7 [0.7-0.9] cmH2O/μV 

and median positive end expiratory pressure at 5 [4-7] cmH2O. Twenty-five breaths during the 

last 2 minutes in nCPAP then during the first 2 minutes in NAVA were analyzed off-line. 

Metabolic cost of breathing was estimated by the Peso (PTPeso) and diaphragmatic (PTPdi) 

pressure time product, inspiratory effort by the Peso (ΔPeso) and diaphragmatic (ΔPdi) pressure 

swings, and respiratory drive by the Edi swing (ΔEdi).  Data were expressed as median [IQR] 

and compared using Wilcoxon two-sample paired sign test. A p-value <0.05 was considered 

significant.  

 

As detailed in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 1, all indices of WOB (PTPeso, PTPdi, ΔPeso, 

ΔPdi, Edi swing, and inspiratory time to total time ratio (Ti/Ttot)) decreased significantly in 

every child with NAVA as compared to nCPAP (p<0.05 in all instances), while the mean Paw 

was increased (p<0.05).  

 

In this physiological study, we report an improvement of respiratory unloading by adding a 

second level of pressure with NAVA in infants with severe bronchiolitis. WOB decreased 

immediately after switching to NAVA (Figure 1), as reported previously in adults with 

obstructive lung diseases [5], and was associated with a lower neural drive and Ti/Ttot ratio.  

This study has several limitations, including the small sample size, the short study period, the 

non-randomized order of recordings, and the non-standardized NAVA settings. However, the 

consistent, rapid, and large improvement in WOB-related indices observed in every infant is an 

important finding, especially considering the number of infants with severe bronchiolitis who 
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may benefit from an improvement in non-invasive support. The findings support the need for 

further evaluation of the potential interest of NAVA to improve the efficiency of non-invasive 

support in infants with bronchiolitis. 
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Edi: Electrical activity of the diaphragm  
IQR: Interquartile Range 
NAVA: neurally adjusted ventilatory assist 
nCPAP:  nasal continuous positive airway pressure 
Paw: airway pressure 
Peso Esophageal Pressure 
Pga: gastric Pressure 
PTP: pressure time product 
WOB: work of breathing  
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Figure Legend 

Figure 1: Decrease of esophageal and trans-diaphragmatic pressure swing and Edi 

amplitude after switching to neurally adjusted ventilatory assist. 

 The red arrow indicates the switch from nCPAP to NAVA. nCPAP: nasal continuous 

positive airway pressure; NAVA: neurally adjusted ventilatory assist; PEEP: positive end 

expiratory pressure; Paw: airway pressure; Peso: esophageal pressure; Pga: gastric pressure, 

EAdi: Electrical activity of the diaphragm.  
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TABLE 1: Comparison of physiological parameters between nasal continuous positive 

airway pressure and neutrally adjusted ventilatory assist. 

 nCPAP NAVA p* 

Ti/Ttot (%) 0.47 [0.45-0.49] 0.40 [0.37-0.45] 0.02 

Respiratory Rate (/min) 71 [64-84] 65 [57-80] 0.31 

Mean airway pressure (cmH2O) 7.0 [6.9-7.1] 10.6 [9.4-11.9] 0.02 

ΔEdi (μV) 19 [17-25] 16 [10-19] 0.03 

Swing Peso (cmH2O) 14 [12-18] 8 [8-13] 0.01 

Swing Pdi (cmH2O) 14 [13-15] 10 [9-10] 0.02 

PTPeso/breath (cmH2O*s) 4.7 [3.4-6.1] 2.1 [1.9-3.7] 0.02 

PTPdi/breath (cmH2O*s) 4.2 [3.9-4.4] 2.6 [2.5-2.8] 0.02 

PTPeso/min (cmH2O*s/min) 365 [ 237-429] 162 [139-226] 0.02 

PTPdi/min (cmH2O*s/min) 298 [256-354] 157 [151-199] 0.02 

Data are expressed as median [interquartile range] 
* Wilcoxon two-sample paired sign test. 
nCPAP: nasal continuous positive airway pressure; NAVA: neutrally adjusted ventilatory 
assist; PEEP= Positive End Expiratory Pressure; Ti= inspiratory time; Ttot = total time; Peso: 
esophageal pressure, Pga: gastric pressure, Edi: Electrical activity of the diaphragm; PTP: 
pressure time product. 
 





















Variability of Care in Infants with Severe Bronchiolitis:
Less-Invasive Respiratory Management Leads to Similar Outcomes

Sandrine Essouri, MD, PhD1,2, Florent Baudin, MD3, Laurent Chevret, MD2, Mélanie Vincent, MD4,
Guillaume Emeriaud, MD, PhD1, and Philippe Jouvet, MD, PhD1

Objective To compare the management of children with severe bronchiolitis requiring intensive care (based on
duration of ventilatory support and duration of pediatric intensive care unit [PICU] stay) in 2 countries with differing
pediatric transport and PICU organizations.
Study design This was a prospective observational care study in 2 PICUs of tertiary care university hospitals,
1 in France and 1 in Canada. All children with bronchiolitis who required admission to the PICU between Novem-
ber 1, 2013, and March 31, 2014, were included.
Results A total of 194 children were included. Baseline characteristics and illness severity were similar at the 2
sites. There was a significant difference between centers in the use of invasive ventilation (3% in France vs 26%
in Canada; P < .0001). The number of investigations performed from admission to emergency department presen-
tation and during the PICU stay was significantly higher in Canada for both chest radiographs and blood tests (P < .001).
The use of antibiotics was significantly higher in Canada both before (60% vs 28%; P < .001) and during (72% vs
33%; P < .0001) the PICU stay. The duration of ventilatory support, median length of stay, and rate of PICU read-
mission were similar in the 2 centers.
Conclusion Important differences in the management of children with severe bronchiolitis were observed during
both prehospital transport and PICU treatment. Less invasive management resulted in similar outcomes with in
fewer complications. (J Pediatr 2017;188:156-62).

V iral bronchiolitis is a major health care problem, affecting more than one-third of children aged <2 years, resulting in
the hospitalization of nearly 3% of healthy infants in North America.1 Bronchiolitis can manifest with a range of symp-
toms and severity, but the youngest infants are prone to developing acute respiratory failure (ARF). Among young infants,

3% may develop severe ARF, necessitating admission to the pediatric intensive care unit (PICU).2 No clear criteria for PICU
admission for severe bronchiolitis are defined in international guidelines, but these criteria are well recognized by physicians
worldwide and involve the severity of the acute respiratory failure or recurrent apnea. Despite the availability of practice guide-
lines for management of mild or moderate bronchiolitis,3,4 there is tremendous variation in the clinical management of severe
viral bronchiolitis worldwide, including significant variation in the rate of intubation.5,6

In a prospective descriptive study of 379 patients with bronchiolitis hospitalized between 2007 and 2010 in 16 North-
American PICUs, Mansbach et al7 reported an intubation rate of 40%.7 Most descriptive studies from Europe have reported
lower rates of intubation during the same period.8 Children receiving mechanical ventilation represent only 2.3% of hospital-
ized patients with viral bronchiolitis, but account for 18% of the total annual costs related to bronchiolitis.1 Variations in sup-
portive care begin in the prehospitalization period and persist through the PICU stay. In France, the pediatric transport team,
which includes an intensivist, usually manages bronchiolitis with noninvasive ventilatory support (using a nasal or oral inter-
face) and avoids intubation to limit invasiveness.9 Moreover, first-line ventilatory support in PICUs is most often noninvasive
in European centers, with only 12% of infants receiving invasive ventilation as first-line ventilatory support.8

A trend toward less-invasive management using nasal continuous positive airway pressure (nCPAP) has been shown to be
associated with a low rate of intubation, decreases in the median duration of ventilatory support and length of PICU stay,10

reductions in diagnostic testing and resource use, and cost reductions.10

We performed a bicentric prospective study (1 center in France and 1 center
in Canada) to compare the management of children with bronchiolitis admitted
to the PICU in the 2 centers. Our primary hypothesis was that management of
severe viral bronchiolitis with less-invasive ventilation (defined as a difference

ARF Acute respiratory failure
HFNC High-flow nasal cannula
nCPAP Nasal continuous positive airway pressure
PICU Pediatric intensive care unit
RSV Respiratory syncytial virus
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of ≥10% in the rate of invasive ventilation) is associated with
a similar outcome on duration of ventilatory support and length
of PICU stay. The frequency of additional testing and treat-
ments (eg, antibiotics, blood tests, chest radiography) were
evaluated as secondary outcomes.

Methods

We performed a prospective bicentric observational study at
1 French center and 1 Canadian center. The Canadian pa-
tients were recruited from the PICU of Centre Hospitalier
Universitaire (CHU) Sainte Justine in Montréal, a tertiary care
center with 24 specialized pediatric beds and 900-1000 ad-
missions annually. The French patients, were recruited from
the PICU of CHU Kremlin Bicêtre (France), a tertiary care
center with 20 specialized pediatric beds and more than 800
admissions annually. No specific intervention was intro-
duced during the study.

Patients were included prospectively between November 1,
2013, and March 31, 2014. All patients admitted to the 2 PICUs
were screened. Inclusion criteria were age 0-2 years and a clini-
cal diagnosis of viral bronchiolitis requiring any ventilatory
support, including nCPAP, bilevel pressure noninvasive ven-
tilation, high-flow nasal cannula, and invasive ventilation.
Owing to the observational study design that included all PICU-
admitted infants with bronchiolitis, there were no exclusion
criteria.

Patient encounters were identified as specific daily screen-
ings performed by a research assistant. The study was ap-
proved by the Ethics Committee of CHU Sainte Justine (no.
3817) with a waiver of consent.

Data were collected prospectively from the electronic medical
record at CHU Sainte Justine and from the standard medical
record at CHU Kremlin-Bicêtre. All therapeutic interven-
tions were performed at the discretion of the PICU provid-
ers. The following data were collected: age, sex, weight, and
gestational age at birth. Underlying disease, such as congeni-
tal heart disease, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, and prematu-
rity, were recorded. Time between emergency department
consultation and PICU admission, and transfer mode (eg,
French medical transport team, paramedics, intrahospital ad-
mission) were recorded.

Disease severity was assessed before the initiation of ven-
tilatory support using clinical scores; the Wood score modi-
fied for bronchiolitis, as used in previous studies on
bronchiolitis11; the Pediatric Risk of Mortality12; and objec-
tive physiological measurements: respiratory rate, heart rate,
pulse oximetry, capillary or venous partial pressure of carbon
dioxide, fraction of inspired oxygen, and pulmonary abnor-
malities on chest radiographs.

Before PICU admission, nonventilatory treatments, such as
use of antibiotics, corticosteroids, epinephrine, or beta-2 agonist
nebulization and caffeine, were recorded.

Characteristics of respiratory support provided during the
PICU stay were recorded: noninvasive ventilation mode and
settings, type of interface, intubation rate, duration of ventila-
tory support (invasive alone, noninvasive alone, and nonin-

vasive + invasive) and PICU length of stay. Data collected during
the PICU stay included the use of antibiotics (oral or intra-
venous), sedation (oral or intravenous), enteral feeding, central
line access, and the blood tests and chest radiographs performed.

Healthcare-associated adverse events were recorded: diag-
nosis of ventilator-associated pneumonia based on Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention criteria,13 pneumothorax, need
for transfusion, and acute upper airway obstruction.

Statistical Analyses
With 52 patients in each group (the French and Canadian
PICUs), there was a 0.8 chance of detecting a significant dif-
ference at a 2-sided 0.05 significance level. This assumed a 10%
absolute difference in the endotracheal intubation rate between
the 2 groups. This sample size corresponds to 1 season of re-
spiratory syncytial virus (RSV) bronchiolitis in the 2 PICUs.

Baseline and demographic data are expressed as number or
percentage for binary or ordinary data, and means for con-
tinuous data. Continuous data with a nonnormal distribu-
tion are expressed as median and range. Continuous data were
compared using the Wilcoxon test; dichotomous data, using
the Fisher exact test.

All tests were 2-tailed, with a P values of ≤.05 considered
statistically significant. Statistical analyses were conducted using
SPSS software (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois).

Results

Data for all children who met our inclusion criteria were col-
lected. The 194 children included 137 patients in the French
center (center 1) and 57 patients in the Canadian center (center
2). The number of admitted patients was comparable in the
2 centers when considering the hospital catchment popula-
tions. In center 1, the hospital catchment population per PICU
was 2 396 000, of which the patients admitted for bronchiol-
itis represented 0.57% (iledefrance.fr). In center 2, the hospi-
tal catchment population per PICU was 943 240, of which the
patients admitted for bronchiolitis represented 0.6% (Statis-
tics Canada 2012).

Baseline patient characteristics are reported in Table I. The
mean age of patients admitted for severe bronchiolitis requir-
ing ventilatory support was similar in the 2 centers (55 ± 59
days in center 1 and 63 ± 63 days in center 2) and compa-
rable with that reported in other studies of severe bronchiol-
itis necessitating PICU admission. The clinical severity of
patients was similar in the 2 centers, with a slightly higher Wood
score in center 1 (4.2 ± 0.7 vs 3.8 ± 0.6; P = .012), but similar
values for PCO2, the most objective variables assessed. The
number of patients with medical comorbidities was similar in
the 2 centers, with 43 patients (31.3%) in center 1 and 18
(31.5%) in center 2. Specific conditions are detailed in Table I.
There was a significant difference between the 2 centers in the
admissions of patients with cardiopathy, related to the fact that
the Canadian center offers pediatric cardiac surgery, whereas
the French center does not.

Delays between first consultation in the emergency depart-
ment and admission to the PICU were similar in the 2 centers.
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In both centers, the largest percentages of children were ad-
mitted to the PICU within the first 12 hours of consultation
(36% in center 1 and 39% in center 2). The respective per-
centages of subsequent admissions were 17% and 16% between
12 and 24 hours, 20% and 18% between 24 and 48 hours, and
27% and 27% after 48 hours.

There was a significant difference in the use of invasive ven-
tilation at the 2 sites (3% for center 1 vs 26% for center 2;
P < .0001. Respiratory management is summarized in Table II
(available at www.jpeds.com).

In the French center (center 1), nCPAP was the first venti-
latory mode used. Invasive ventilation was used in only 4 pa-
tients, of whom 1 was intubated for transport and 3 were
intubated after failure of nCPAP (Figure, A). Two of these latter
3 patients had a coexisting condition, 1 with a double aortic
arch and 1 with group B streptococcal meningitis. The third
was older (168 days) and presented with RSV infection with
severe bronchospasm.

Table I. Demographic characteristics of patients

Clinical characteristics
Center 1
(n = 137)

Center 2
(n = 57) P value

Age (days), mean (SD) 55 ± 59 63 ± 63 .4
Male sex n (%) 79 (57.7) 35 (61.4) .44
Weight (g), mean (SD) 4650 ± 3517 4844 ± 1352 .6
Gestational age (weeks), median
[range]

39 [25-41] 39 [34-41] .46

Prematurity, n (%) 36 (31.3) 12 (21) .52
RSV confirmed, n (%) 96 (70) 44 (77) .5
PCO2 prior to admission (mmHg),

mean (SD)
62 ± 13 62 ± 12 .8

mWood score, mean (SD) 4.2 ± 0.7 3.8 ± 0.6 .012
PRISM score, median [range] 5 [4-9] 5 [5-6] .65
Comorbidities
Prematurity n (%) 36 (31.3) 12 (21) .98
Down Syndrome n (%) 1 (0.7) 1 (1.7) .52
Cardiopathy n (%) 1 (0.7) 5 (8.7) .003
Bronchopulmonary dysplasia n (%) 2 (14.5) 0 .36

mWood score, the modified Wood score for bronchiolitis; PCO2, capnia level; PRISM, Pediatric
Risk of Mortality.

Figure. Ventilatory management of patients with severe bronchiolitis admitted to the PICUs in France (A, center 1) and Canada
(B, center 2). Four patients (3%) in center 1 and 15 patients (26%) in center 2 required tracheal intubation.
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In the Canadian center (center 2), 15 patients were intu-
bated, 9 before PICU admission (Figure, B). For these 9 pa-
tients, reasons for intubation included preparation for transport
(6 cases) and severity of respiratory failure (3 cases). Of the
6 patients who were intubated in the PICU, 3 received non-
invasive respiratory support before intubation (for 1, 3, and
17 hours) and were intubated because of a lack of improve-
ment, and the other 3 were intubated without previous non-
invasive support. A high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) was used
more frequently as the first ventilatory support in the Cana-
dian center. The HFNC failure rate was similar at both sites.
In cases of HFNC failure, nCPAP was performed in the French
PICU without failure, but was not performed in the Cana-
dian PICU.

The use of chest radiography and blood tests before PICU
admission and during the PICU stay was significantly higher
in center 2 (Table III). The number of investigations was sig-
nificantly associated with the type of ventilatory support in
the center 2, but not in center 1 (Table IV; available at
www.jpeds.com). In the patients who needed invasive support,
there was a significant difference between the 2 centers in the
number of investigations performed, but not in medication
use, before PICU admission (Table V; available at
www.jpeds.com). Patients with comorbidities were not managed
more aggressively in either center. One patient with a
comorbidity was intubated in center 1, and 4 patients with
comorbidities were intubated in center 2. The median number
of chest radiographs in patients with comorbidities com-
pared with other patients was 1 (range, 1-3) vs 1 (range, 1-2)
(P = .98) in center 1 and 3.5 (range, 1-11) vs 4 (range, 1-20)
(P = .96) in center 2. For the number of blood tests, we ob-
served the same pattern, with a median of 2 (range, 1-11) vs
2 (range, 1-5) (P = .78) in center 1 and 14 (range, 5-41) vs 13
(range, 2-55) (P = .72) in center 2.

The use of antibiotics was significantly less frequent before
and during the PICU stay in center 1. Use of the intravenous
route for antibiotic administration also was significantly less
frequent in center 1 (43% vs 81%; P < .001). Oral caffeine was
used more frequently in center 1 (27% vs 5%). Corticoste-
roid use was similar in the 2 sites both before and during the

PICU stay. Feeding was provided exclusively by the enteral route
at both sites using either orogastric or oroduodenal tubes.

The use of nebulized salbutamol was lower in center 1 both
before admission (16% vs 37%; P < .001) and during the PICU
stay (11% vs 44%; P < .01). Sedation was used in both centers
to ensure comfort and ventilation tolerance. Intravenous se-
dation was less frequent in center 1 (Table III). Central line
placement was required for 1 patient in center 1, but in 9 pa-
tients in center 2 (Table III).

No deaths occurred at either site. The median length of stay
was similar in the 2 sites, as was readmission to PICU within
48 hours after discharge. The occurrence of ventilator-
associated pneumonia, acute respiratory distress syndrome,
pneumothorax, and postintubation laryngeal injury is pre-
sented in Table VI. There were significantly fewer adverse events
in center 1. Postintubation laryngeal injury occurred in 3 pa-
tients, all of whom required bronchoscopy and laser interven-
tion. In these 3 patients, intubation was performed before PICU
admission.

Discussion

The optimal management of severe viral bronchiolitis remains
a matter of debate, with significant variation in the manage-
ment of patients requiring intensive care, as noted in previ-
ous studies.14 The recent recommendations from the American
Academy of Pediatrics,15 the Canadian Paediatric Society, and
the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence high-
light the positive impact of reducing diagnostic testing, medi-
cations, and interventions in the management of standard viral
bronchiolitis.3,16 Our prospective observational study shows that
less-invasive management is not associated with longer dura-
tion of ventilatory support or longer length of PICU stay, even
in the most severe cases of viral bronchiolitis. Moreover, this
study shows a trend toward fewer adverse events and fewer care
requirements when less-invasive management is provided. Much
work has been done on the underuse and the misuse of care,
and there is now movement toward advocating for “safely doing
less”,4,17,18 but there is a relative paucity of data on overtreat-
ment in the specific population with the most severe form of
bronchiolitis requiring PICU admission. The available data seem
to show that in this population, noninvasive ventilation is as-
sociated with decreased duration of ventilatory support and
length of PICU stay.10,19,20 Nevertheless, overtreatment repre-
sents a major quality problem in medicine and one of the main

Table III. General management before and during the
PICU stay

General management
Center 1
(n = 137)

Center 2
(n = 57) P value

Before PICU admission
Antibiotics, n (%) 38 (27.7) 34 (59.6) <.001
Corticosteroid, n (%) 17 (10.8) 3 (5.2) .17
Salbutamol nebulization, n (%) 22 (16) 21 (36.8) <.001
Epinephrine nebulization, n (%) 5 (3.6) 25 (43.8) <.001
Oral caffeine, n (%) 27 (19.7) 2 (3.5) .004

During PICU stay
Antibiotics, n (%) 45 (32.8) 41 (71.9) <.001
Blood tests, n, median [range] 1 [1-11] 13 [2-55] <.001
Chest radiographs, median [range] 1 [0-3] 4 [1-20] <.001
Central venous catheter, n (%) 1 (0.7) 9 (15.5) <.001
Intravenous sedation (%) 4 (3) 14 (24.5) <.001

Table VI. Patient outcomes

Patient outcomes
Center 1
(n = 137)

Center 2
(n = 57) P value

Ventilator-associated pneumonia, n (%) 0 9 (15.5) <.001
Adult respiratory distress syndrome, n (%) 0 1 (1.8) .3
Air leak, n 0 0
Laryngeal postextubation stenosis, n (%) 0 3 (5.1) .024
PICU length of stay, d, median [range] 4 [1-14] 4 [1-16] .13
PICU readmission, n (%) 4 (2.9) 3 (5.1) .4
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sources of waste in health care expenditures.21 Overtreat-
ment is defined as care that, according to science, has no benefit,
including excessive use of antibiotics, blood tests, and radio-
graphic exams. Berwick et al21 estimated that in 2011, this cat-
egory represented between $158 and $226 billion in wasteful
spending in the US.

Supportive care remains the mainstay of treatment for pa-
tients with the most severe form of bronchiolitis. Our data dem-
onstrate a broad variability in care between sites despite similar
demographic characteristics, medical history, and disease se-
verity. This variability in ICU patient care was recently noted
by Pierce et al14 in a multicenter study including 16 US PICUs,
and was not explained by patient characteristics or severity of
illness. Our study confirms this variability and shows that these
differences occur all along the course of patient manage-
ment, starting before PICU admission and continuing during
the PICU stay. We observed a large variation in the use of
bronchodilators (either salbutamol, used more frequently in
France, or epinephrine, used more frequently in Canada). These
therapeutics were administered at the clinician’s discretion, but
neither is recommended by international guidelines. In the
French center, oral caffeine was used for apnea-associated bron-
chiolitis based on its effectiveness in the central apnea of pre-
maturity but a recent randomized controlled study failed to
demonstrate any advantage of the use of oral caffeine for apnea
associated with bronchiolitis.22

One of the main differences between the 2 PICUs was the
use of noninvasive ventilation as the primary ventilatory
support. This difference was due mainly to differences in
prehospital management. In France, a specific pediatric medical
transport team is available 24 hours a day/7 days a week with
trained physicians and nurses who can initiate and manage
nCPAP during transport. All patients in the French center except
1 were transported with noninvasive support, with no fail-
ures occurring during transport. In Quebec, prehospital trans-
portation is performed by caregivers with little training in
noninvasive ventilation; thus, a large proportion of out-of-
hospital patients (6/9) were intubated electively for trans-
port. These differences in capabilities are responsible for the
significant difference in standard management in the 2 coun-
tries. Several descriptive studies have demonstrated the safety
of noninvasive support (HFNC or CPAP) during interhospital
ground transportation of neonates and infants,9,23-25 but this
support is mainly provided by transport teams including phy-
sicians and/or respiratory therapists. In the present study, the
delay between the initial consultation at the primary care hos-
pital and PICU admission was similar in both centers, and thus
it cannot be argued that invasive ventilation during trans-
port was safer because of the distance between the primary care
center and the PICU. Our results show that in the Canadian
center exclusively, intubated patients were subjected to a higher
number of chest radiographs and blood tests.

Noninvasive ventilation has been shown to effectively de-
crease the work of breathing and improve alveolar ventila-
tion. Although there is a lack of large randomized controlled
trials to support the use of nCPAP as a first-line therapy, nCPAP
is widely used as a primary ventilation mode for bronchiol-

itis, and large historical studies have confirmed its low failure
rate and association with significant decreases in intubation
rates.10,26,27 In our study, criteria for noninvasive ventilation
failure were not defined, but were at the discretion of the team
of care providers; however, the main criteria were lack of im-
provement and lack of CO2 clearance. CPAP and HFNC require
special equipment and properly trained staff. The lack of guide-
lines for physicians regarding the initiation of noninvasive ven-
tilation and the characteristics of children most likely to benefit
are of great importance.

In this comparable, severely ill population, variability in care
was also observed in the use of antibiotics. The low risk of bac-
terial coinfections in patients with RSV infection has been re-
ported previously, and investigators have recommended
decreasing the use of antibiotics for bronchiolitis.28,29 In our
study, we observed a significant variation in antibiotic use both
before PICU admission and during the PICU stay. The in-
creased use of antibiotics perhaps can be explained by differ-
ing perceptions of disease severity with the fear of a bacterial
coinfection in severe bronchiolitis. Guidelines for the diagno-
sis and management of mild or moderate bronchiolitis rec-
ommend reduced use of chest radiography and blood tests.
Use of chest radiography and blood tests should be consid-
ered individually for most severely affected patients. In the
present study, the numbers of chest radiographs and blood tests
during the PICU stay differed significantly between the 2 sites.
This variability cannot be explained by patient characteris-
tics or severity of the illness, which were similar at the 2 centers.
One major difference between the 2 centers is in the manage-
ment of children by a more experienced senior physician, in-
cluding a night shift, in the French center, but by a resident
and a fellow supervised by a senior physician in the Cana-
dian center. Intense blood monitoring of PICU-admitted pa-
tients in the Canadian center because of the combined pediatric
and cardiac surgery units could be another factor influenc-
ing this observed difference.

Furthermore, the increased use of invasive ventilation ex-
plains the higher numbers of chest radiographs and blood tests
at least partially, but not completely, as shown by the similar
numbers of these tests performed in patients with either in-
vasive or noninvasive ventilation in the French center, but sig-
nificantly different numbers in the Canadian center. This study
supports the observation that the security of patients is not
proportional to the number of investigations performed.

Our study suggests that decreased use of invasive ventila-
tion, medications, chest radiography, and blood tests is not as-
sociated with worse outcomes, as demonstrated by the similar
duration of ventilatory support, similar length of PICU stay,
and similar level of readmission. Differences in hospital-
associated pneumonia and laryngeal injury likely are related
to the differences in management of invasive ventilation. All
patients requiring a procedure for laryngeal injury were in-
tubated before PICU admission; consequently, we can hypoth-
esize that intubation by less-experienced staff is more deleterious
for these infants. Other practice differences, such as the use
of intravenous sedation and central venous lines, also may be
associated with the use of invasive ventilation.
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Ralston et al30-32 proposed an approach to measuring overuse
of care using the Achievable Benchmarks of Care, a system-
atic method for decreasing the uncertainty in defining overuse.
Bronchiolitis is one of the most common pediatric patholo-
gies, with abundant literature from which quality metrics can
be derived to better define overuse. Defining and measuring
actions to treat patients is important, as is defining and mea-
suring restraint of action. For the most severe cases of bron-
chiolitis, our findings indicate no difference in adverse outcomes
with decreased use of medications, chest radiography, and blood
testing. These results are promising and could motivate future
interventional studies to validate less-invasive but secure ap-
proaches. Publication of the American Academy of Pediat-
rics’ evidence-based guidelines for bronchiolitis was associated
with significant reductions in diagnostic testing and medica-
tion use for non–critically ill children with bronchiolitis.33 The
development of evidence-based guidelines for critically ill chil-
dren may be associated with reduced variability in care and
unnecessary costs.

Our study has several limitations. The use of only 2 centers
could affect the power and external generalizability of our
results; nonetheless, our cohort represents a large number of
cases of severe bronchiolitis in 2 large cities. The limited number
of intubations did not allow us to assess the association between
invasive ventilation and comorbidities. The impact of pre-
PICU management seems relevant, but the small number of
intubated patients and the absence of matching weakens the
results. The organization of care is different in the 2 coun-
tries, which could influence the use of testing for patient moni-
toring; however, both PICUs had at least a fellow trained in
pediatric intensive care in-house, and the caregiver staff per
patient ratio is higher in North America compared with
Europe.34 Criteria for PICU admission and site-specific re-
sources may differ across countries, which might have con-
tributed to the difference in the number of severe bronchiolitis
cases admitted to the 2 PICUs, recruitment was representa-
tive of the hospitals’ catchment populations. The Wood score
modified for bronchiolitis can provide a subjective evalua-
tion of the intensity of retractions, which explain differences
observed between scores by centers. All individuals involved
in the management of these children were aware of these scores,
but interrater reliability was not examined in this study. None-
theless, delays between the initial consultation and PICU ad-
mission were similar in the 2 groups, as were other baseline
patient characteristics, including CO2 level, the most objec-
tive variable recorded.

This 2-center prospective observational study of children with
bronchiolitis predominantly due to RSV and requiring ven-
tilatory support and PICU care suggests that less-invasive man-
agement, not related to differences in illness severity or patient
characteristics, was not associated with less favorable out-
comes. Pre-PICU intubation seems to be largely responsible
for the incidence of mechanical ventilation in our study, and
the benefit of noninvasive support (HFNC or CPAP) during
PICU retrieval needs to be addressed in future studies. Our
observations provide evidence that, if validated in prospec-
tive randomized studies, which could lead to the develop-

ment of guidelines for this specific population, with the goal
of ensuring the best outcomes for infants and children with
severe bronchiolitis while decreasing unnecessary resource
utilization. ■
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Table II. Respiratory management according to center

Respiratory management Center 1 (n = 137) Center 2 (n = 57) P value

Endotracheal Intubation, n (%) 4 (3) 15 (26) <.0001
Primary HFNC, n (%) 12 (8.7) 19 (33.3) <.01
Primary CPAP, n (%) 124 (90.5) 26 (45.6) <.001
HFNC failure, n (%) 5 (41.6) 9 (47.3) .77
CPAP failure, n (%) 3 (2.1) 3 (11.5) .002
Length of intubation, hours, median [range] 4.5 [2-144] 84 [17-312] .06
Length CPAP, hours, median [IQR] 48 [24-96] 33 [20-52] .04
Length of ventilation, hours, median [IQR] 50 [36-96] 57 [30-84] .41

CPAP, Continuous Positive Airway Pressure.

Table IV. Differences in management according to ventilatory support

Management

Center 1 Center 2

Noninvasive ventilation
(n = 133)

Intubation
(n = 4) P value

Noninvasive ventilation
(n = 42)

Intubation
(n = 15) P value

Antibiotics, n (%) 43 (32) 2 (50) .58 27 (64) 14 (93) .005
Blood tests, n, median (range) 2 (1-5) 2 (2-11) .32 9.5 (2-41) 16 (13-55) .009
Chest radiographs, n, median (range) 1 (1-2) 1 (1-3) .41 3.5 (1-7) 9 (3-16) .0003
Central venous line, n (%) 0 (0) 1 (25) .39 2 (5) 7 (46) .007
Intravenous sedation, n (%) 1 (7.5) 3 (75) .06 0 (0) 14 (93) <.0001

Table V. Differences in management of patients with invasive ventilation according to center

Center 1 (n = 4) Center 2 (n = 15) P value

Before PICU admission
Antibiotics, n (%) 1 (25) 9 (60) .24
Corticosteroid, n (%) 1 (25) 1 (6.6) .34
Salbutamol nebulization, n (%) 1 (25) 5 (33.3) .8
Epinephrine nebulization, n (%) 0 (0) 5 (33.3) .21
Oral caffeine, n (%) 1 (25) 0 (0) .07

During PICU stay
Antibiotics, n (%) 2 (50) 14 (93.3) .23
Blood tests, n, median (range) 2 (2-11) 16 (13-55) .002
Chest radiographs, n, median (range) 1 (1-3) 9 (3-20) .003
Central venous catheter, n (%) 1 (25) 7 (46.6) .48
Intravenous sedation, n (%) 3 (75) 14 (93.3) .34
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Acute viral bronchiolitis (AVB) is the leading cause of 
acute respiratory distress and is a serious global public 
health problem, not because of mortality but rather by 

the sheer number of children infected and requiring hospital-
ization in all developed countries (1, 2).

In this issue of Pediatric Critical Care Medicine, Shein et al 
(3) have analyzed data from two large U.S. databases (virtual 
PICU system [VPS] and public health information system) 
and report that among 13,267 children admitted to a PICU for 
AVB, about 15% (18.6% and 11.1%, respectively) presented 
a neurologic and functional morbidity (NFM) at least at the 
PICU discharge. NFM was assessed using the Pediatric Over-
all Performance Category (POPC) score (4) at discharge in the 
VPS database. The use of such a score has some limitations, 
the main one being the retrospective analysis of a subjective 
score especially for infants, and may overestimate the neuro-
logic impairment at PICU discharge (in almost all cases, the 
POPC score increased by only 1 point). However, Shein et al 
(3) also analyzed a second database that contained informa-
tion on more precise criteria, such as enteral feeding, rehabili-
tation, and neurologic evaluation in the subsequent encounter 
that were used to define NFM. Although enteral feeding and 
rehabilitation may be directly related to the management of 
children with AVB, the 2.1% of children with developmental 
delay or the 1.6% requiring brain MRI is a more concerning 
issue. Furthermore, as demonstrated for other diseases with 
early brain injury, neurologic and functional impairment may 
escape early detection in infants and children (5, 6), and fur-
thermore, injury age, environmental conditions, and injury 
factors may also influence the outcome (7). Cognitive and 
especially executive functions should therefore be assessed at 
school age and sometimes later when the child has to face with 
more complex reasoning process (8). Despite these limitations, 

the burden of neurologic morbidity of bronchiolitis seems not 
to be anecdotal, and NFM should be prospectively evaluated to 
better explore the consequences of AVB and care given on the 
neurologic prognosis.

The respiratory syncytial virus is known to have neurologic 
toxicity (9), which has been reported to be responsible for 
impaired learning in mice (10); however, Shein et al (3) found 
that invasive mechanical ventilation was the main independent 
risk factor of NFM in the two databases (odds ratio [OR], 1.92; 
95% CI [1.59–2.32] and OR, 1.33; 95% CI [1.13–1.56], respec-
tively). Mechanical ventilation plays a central role in the care of 
children with severe bronchiolitis and therefore what is the rela-
tion between NFM and mechanical ventilation? At first sight, 
it is evident that the more severe patients (who are also those 
requiring mechanical ventilation) are more at risk of NFM, 
although in the study reported by Shein et al (3), there was no 
significant difference in severity between ventilated and non-
ventilated patients (at least on the basis of the Pediatric Index of 
Mortality 2 score (11): 0.75% vs. 0.78%; p = 0.175). The authors 
propose several hypotheses for the causal relationship between 
mechanical ventilation and NFM, including the toxicity of sed-
ative drugs and hypoxemia. This raises the issue of less invasive 
management for these children using noninvasive ventilation 
or high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC). It is of note that the use of 
invasive ventilation for bronchiolitis is heterogeneous (2, 12), 
ranging from 0% to 100% according to the PICU in the United 
States (2), and that studies evaluating the use of less invasive 
management (nasal continuous positive airway pressure, non-
invasive ventilation, or HFNC) for children in or outside the 
PICU has increased significantly in the past few years (13). 
Interestingly, recent studies report that noninvasive ventilation 
was associated with a shorter duration of ventilatory support 
(14) and an eight-fold reduction (24.5% vs 3%; p < 0.001) in 
the use of IV sedation (12) and may even reduced mortality 
(15). However, although on the one hand noninvasive manage-
ment decreases the use of sedative drugs and adverse events due 
to intubation, on the other hand it may expose children to more 
frequent hypercarbia or hypoxic events that are also triggers of 
NFM. Therefore, in the absence of any obvious solution, the 
key to the evaluation of such strategies may lie in the long-term 
neurologic prognosis of the millions of children admitted for 
bronchiolitis every year to PICUs the worldwide.

In conclusion, the study reported by Shein et al (3) should 
lead us to consider bronchiolitis as a disease with low mortal-
ity but potential neurologic long-term morbidity and suggests 
that outcomes beyond any short-term benefit of a treatment 
are of interest for future investigations.
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Nasal high flow in management 
of children with status asthmaticus:  
a retrospective observational study
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and Etienne Javouhey1,2

Abstract 

Background: Asthma is the most common obstructive airway disease in children and adults. Nasal high flow (NHF) is 

a recent device that is now used as a primary support for respiratory distress. Several studies have reported use of NHF 

as a respiratory support in status asthmaticus; however, there are no data to recommend such practice. We therefore 

conducted this preliminary study to evaluate NHF therapy for children with status asthmaticus admitted to our PICU 

in order to prepare a multicentre randomized controlled study.

Results: Between November 2009 and January 2014, 73 patients with status asthmaticus were admitted to the 

PICU, of whom 39 (53%) were treated with NHF and among these 10 (26%) presented severe acidosis at admission 

(pH < 7.30). Thirty-four less severe children (41%) were treated with standard oxygen. For one child (2.6%) NHF failed 

and was then switched to non-invasive ventilation. NHF was discontinued in another patient because of the occur-

rence of pneumothorax after 31 h with NHF; the patient was then switched to standard oxygen therapy. Mean ± SD 

heart rate (165 ± 21 vs. 141 ± 25/min, p < 0.01) and respiratory rate (40 ± 13 vs. 31 ± 8/min, p < 0.01) decreased 

significantly, and blood gas improved in the first 24 h. In the subgroup of patients with acidosis, median [IQR] pH 

increased significantly between hour 0 and 2 (7.25 [7.21–7.26] vs. 7.30 [7.27–7.33], p = 0.009) and median [IQR]  pCO2 

decreased significantly (7.27 kPa [6.84–7.91 vs. 5.85 kPa [5.56–6.11], p = 0.007). No patient was intubated.

Conclusion: This retrospective study showed the feasibility and safety of NHF in children with severe asthma. Blood 

gas and clinical parameters were significantly improved during the first 24 h. NHF failed in only two patients, and 

none required invasive ventilation.

Keywords: Asthma, Children, High-flow nasal cannula, Non-invasive ventilation, Paediatric intensive care unit
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Background

Asthma is the most common obstructive airway disease 

in children and adults. Approximately 334 million people 

around the world and 2.5 million people in France suf-

fer from asthma [1], a third of whom are children [1, 2], 

and the prevalence of asthma in this subpopulation has 

increased in recent decades [2]. Supplemental oxygen 

is commonly administered to children with an asthma 

exacerbation in the emergency department or intensive 

care unit in association with beta 2 agonist nebulization 

[3–5]. Non-invasive ventilation (NIV) may be used as 

respiratory support in children with status asthmaticus 

in case of standard treatment failure [6–9]. However, the 

level of evidence of its efficacy remains low according to 

the grade system of evidence quality [10].

Nasal high flow (NHF) is a recent device, now used as a 

primary support for respiratory distress in paediatric and 

adult intensive care units and in emergency departments 

[11–16]. It is increasingly used because it is well toler-

ated [11, 12, 17, 18] especially in infants with bronchioli-

tis [11, 17, 18]. NHF delivers humidified and heated gas 

at a rate greater than inspiratory flow [14, 19]. It reduces 
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anatomical dead space by flushing the nasopharyngeal 

cavity and may improve  CO2 clearance. It also provides a 

certain level of positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP), 

between 2 and 7 cm  H2O, depending on the flow rate used 

[14, 19–22] that may reduce resistance. In children with 

status asthmaticus, external PEEP may decrease work of 

breathing [23] based on the “waterfalls” principle pub-

lished by Tobin and Lodato [24]. HFNC may also reduce 

the metabolic cost of breathing by supplying adequately 

warmed and humidified gas. Similarly, in infants with 

severe bronchiolitis, Milesi et al. demonstrated that HFNC 

significantly reduced work of breathing, respiratory rate, 

and Ti/Ttot ratio [25]. By increasing the expiratory time, 

HFNC may decrease dynamic hyperinflation in patients 

with obstructive lung disease and break the vicious circle.

There are, however, very few data reported NHF as a 

primary respiratory support for status asthmaticus, even 

though some studies have reported its use in the emer-

gency department or intensive care unit in children [11, 

12, 15, 16, 26, 27] as in adult patients [28, 29]. Over the 

previous five years NHF has been commonly used for 

children admitted to our PICU for acute respiratory fail-

ure (ARF) including patients with lower airway obstruc-

tion (bronchiolitis or asthma). We therefore conducted 

this preliminary study to evaluate NHF therapy for chil-

dren admitted to our PICU with status asthmaticus in 

order to prepare a multicentre randomized controlled 

study.

Methods

Study design
We conducted a retrospective observational study in a 

23-bed PICU of a tertiary university hospital (Hôpital 

Femme Mère Enfant, Lyon University Hospital, France). 

Children aged between 1 and 18  years, without severe 

comorbidities, admitted between November 2009 and 

January 2014 to the PICU, and with a diagnosis of sta-

tus asthmaticus were included. The study was approved 

by our institutional review board and a waiver of consent 

given (CPP Sud-Est II N°00009118—2016-08).

Population
Patients were identified in the French hospital informa-

tion system (PMSI) and the PICU database by using the 

primary diagnosis of status asthmaticus (International 

Classification of Diseases—ICD 10 code J46) or ARF 

associated with asthma (ICD 10 J96.0/J45). Based on the 

local protocol and French recommendations [5], children 

were admitted to the PICU after at least 1 h in the emer-

gency department during which they did not response to 

standard therapy, based on at least three successive beta 

agonist nebulizations, supplemental oxygen, and oral or 

intravenous corticosteroids at 2 mg/kg.

In PICU, respiratory support (oxygen, HFNC, NIV, or 

invasive ventilation—IV) and additional therapy (intra-

venous salbutamol, magnesium sulphate) were left to the 

physician’s judgment. Patients with severe comorbidities 

were excluded: cardiopulmonary disease, neuromuscular 

or metabolic disease, restrictive or chronic respiratory 

disease (pulmonary fibrosis, cystic fibrosis, bronchod-

ysplasia), ENT disease (laryngo- or tracheo- or bron-

cho-malacia) or children with tracheotomy. For NHF, 

Optiflow RT330 (Fisher & Paykel Healthcare, Auckland, 

New Zealand) circuit and nasal prong adapted to the age 

and the size of the nose were used. The nebulizer system 

(Aerogen, Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) was inserted 

upstream from the electrically heated humidifier [30–32].

Data and outcome
Data were retrospectively collected using the electronic 

medical record IntelliSpace Critical Care and Anesthe-

sia (Philips Healthcare, Suresnes, France). A patient was 

attributed to only one group (NHF or standard oxygen), 

and in case of multiple stays during the period, only the 

first one was analysed. The primary outcome was defined 

as failure of the NHF therapy and described as a propor-

tion of all children with asthma having received NHF 

therapy. The secondary outcome was the change of clini-

cal parameters (respiratory rate, heart rate,  SpO2/FiO2 

ratio) from NHF initiation to 6, 12, 24, and 48  h later, 

as well as blood gas parameters in children treated with 

NHF.

Baseline characteristics of the population (age, weight, 

comorbidity, history of asthma) were collected at admis-

sion and compared to those of the standard oxygen 

group. Data on the medication used before and during 

PICU stay, and the duration of NHF use and of supple-

mental oxygen therapy, and length of PICU stay were also 

collected. Safety of HFNC treatment was assessed by the 

number of patients with air-leak complications and by 

the tolerance of the system according to nurse reports. A 

subgroup analysis of children with severe acidosis treated 

with NHF was also performed.

Statistical analysis
Qualitative variables are reported as numbers and per-

centages, and quantitative variables are reported as 

mean ± standard deviation (SD) or confidence intervals, 

or as median with interquartile range [IQR], when appro-

priate. Chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test for qualitative 

variables and Mann–Whitney U test for nonparamet-

ric independent sample were used to compare the data 

between NHF and standard oxygen groups, when appro-

priate. Repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

was used to compare clinical variables over time. The 

assumption of sphericity was tested using Mauchly’s test 
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of sphericity; if sphericity was violated epsilon (ε) was 

calculated according to Greenhouse and Geisser and 

used to correct the one-way repeated-measures ANOVA 

[33]. Post hoc analysis was performed with a Bonferroni 

adjustment. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for non-

parametric paired samples. Differences were considered 

statistically significant at p < 0.05. Statistical analysis was 

performed using SPSS Statistics (V22, IBM, Armonk, NY, 

US).

Results

Between November 2009 and January 2014, 91 children 

with diagnosis of status asthmaticus were admitted in 

our PICU. Sixteen children were excluded because of the 

presence of severe comorbidities and one because the 

primary diagnosis was hypoxemic pneumonia. Among 

the 73 children admitted for status asthmaticus, 39 

(53%) were treated with NHF and 30 (41%) received only 

standard supplemental oxygen therapy (16 with non-

rebreathing mask and 14 with standard nasal cannula, 

Fig.  1). The proportion of children treated by standard 

oxygen and NHF in each year of the study period was 

similar (p =  0.66) (Fig.  2). A further two children were 

intubated before admission to PICU (for transport): 

one was treated with NIV, and one was admitted in the 

PICU more than 24 h after starting NHF in an interme-

diate care unit outside of the university hospital (Fig. 1). 

The median [IQR] age of children treated with NHF was 

3.6 years [1.6–5.6], which was similar to that of children 

treated with standard oxygen (3.6 [2.2–6.7]; p = 0.72). All 

4970 admission to the PICU

73 patients

39 patients
NHF

91 patients with status asthmaticus

1 Hypoxemic pneumonia

1 NIV before admission

2 IV before admission

16 Severe comorbidities

1 HFNC > 24H before admission

30 patients
Standard Oxygen

2 failures
1 switch to NIV
1 pneumothorax

69 patients included

Fig. 1 Patient flow chart. PICU paediatric intensive care unit, NHF nasal high flow, NIV non-invasive ventilation, IV invasive ventilation
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children in the two groups received nebulized salbutamol 

and corticosteroids (intravenous corticosteroid for 79% 

in NHF and 63% in standard oxygen group). Continuous 

intravenous salbutamol was used in 13 children (33%) in 

the NHF group and in 5 (17%); p = 0.12. Magnesium sul-

phate was more often used in the NHF group (59%) than 

in standard oxygen group (27%, p = 0.007; Table 1).

The median [IQR] flow of NHF was initially set at 0.9 L/

kg/min [0.75–1] with a median [IQR]  FiO2 of 45% [31–

55] (Table 2). NHF failed in only two children. One child 

required NIV because of worsening blood gas parameters 

in the first 24 h. NHF was discontinued in another patient 

because of the occurrence of pneumothorax. The pneu-

mothorax occurred after 31 h with NHF (X-ray at admis-

sion without pneumothorax) and requiring chest tube 

for 24 h. The maximum NHF was 1 L/kg/min. NHF was 

discontinued and standard oxygen therapy was adminis-

tered at 0.5 L/min for 22 h. No patient was intubated. The 

median [IQR] length of NHF treatment was 28 h [21–47], 

and the median PICU length of stay was 3 days [2.5–5].

Change of heart rate (HR) and respiratory rate (RR) 

during the first 24 h are presented in Fig. 3. The assump-

tion of sphericity was violated for HR (p  =  0.016), 

and a Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied 

(ε =  0.82). HR decreased significantly over time F(2.47, 

91.41)  =  22.77, p  <  0.001, partial η2  =  0.38, as did RR 

F(3, 111) =  8.65, p =  0.001, partial η2 =  0.19. Pairwise 

post hoc analysis found that mean ± SD HR and RR were 

significantly lower at hour 24 (141  ±  25 per min and 

31 ±  8 per min, respectively) than at hour 0 (165 ±  21 

per min, p < 0.01 and 40 ± 13 per min, p < 0.01). HR was 

also lower at hour 24 (141 ±  25 per min) than at hour 

12 (155 ± 22 per min, p < 0.01) and at hour 6 (161 ± 22 

per min, p  <  0.01). For  SpO2/FiO2 ratio the assumption 

of sphericity was also violated (p  <  0.01) and a correc-

tion was applied (ε  =  0.33).  SpO2/FiO2 ratio changed 

significantly over time F(2.1, 67.0)  =  19.7, p  <  0.001, 

partial η2 = 0.38.  SpO2/FiO2 ratio was higher at hour 24 

(359 ± 116) than at hour 12 (298 ± 104, p < 0.01), at hour 

6 (277 ± 116, p < 0.01), and at hour 0 (225 ± 81, p < 0.01); 

it was also higher at hour 12 (298 ±  104) than at hour 

0 (225 ± 81, p < 0.01; Fig. 3). Blood gas (pH and  PCO2) 

improved in the first 24 h for children treated with NHF 

(Table  3). Blood gas parameters were available at day 1 

for only half of patients treated with standard oxygen 

(n = 15); the median [IQR] pH was 7.41 [7.38–7.42]; and 

pCO2 was 4.6 kPa [4.2–4.7].

Ten patients treated with NHF (6 boys and 4 girls), 

who had a median [IQR] age of 3.7 years [2.1–4.4], had 

at severe acidosis at admission (pH < 7.30). In this sub-

group, median [IQR] pH increased significantly between 

hour 0 (7.25 [7.21–7.26]) and hour 2 (7.30 [7.27–7.33], 

p  =  0.009), and  pCO2 decreased significantly (hour 0: 

7.27 kPa [6.84–7.91], hour 2: 5.85 [5.56–6.11], p = 0.007; 

Fig. 4). In the patient who failed in the first 24 h (discon-

tinuous line in Fig. 4), blood gases worsened from hour 0 

0%
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20%

30%

40%
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100%

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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Nasal high �low

Fig. 2 Proportion of children treated by nasal high flow and standard oxygen from 2009 to 2014 (p = 0.66 with Fisher’s exact test). NHF nasal high 

flow
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to hour 2; the child was switched to non-invasive ventila-

tion with success (Fig. 1).

Discussion

The present study is the largest report to have evalu-

ated the use of NHF as a primary respiratory support 

for severe status asthmaticus. It showed the feasibility 

and the safety of management of children with status 

asthmaticus with NHF; NHF failed in only one patient, 

and blood gas and clinical parameters were significantly 

improved during the first 24 h.

During the study period, 39 children were treated with 

NHF and 30 with standard oxygen. The demographic data 

were similar in terms of age, weight, and medical history. 

However, NHF was used according to the physician’s 

judgment (as was the use of additional therapy) and those 

who received standard oxygen seemed to be less severe 

at admission (lower PIM2 score, lower  pCO2 values, and 

less frequently had acidosis) although clinical parameters 

(heart and respiratory rate) were similar. Another marker 

of severity is the administration of magnesium sulphate 

that, in our PICU, is recommended as a second-line ther-

apy before the use of intravenous salbutamol and this was 

used twice less frequently in the standard oxygen group. 

Furthermore, the length of PICU stay was also longer in 

the NHF group, but is of note that both NHF had to be 

discontinued and nebulization to be scheduled less than 

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of  children treated with  nasal high flow and  with standard oxygen therapy for  status 

asthmaticus

LOS length of stay, PIM Paediatric Index of Mortality, PICU paediatric intensive care unit, NHF nasal high flow

* Statistical analysis with Chi-square test for qualitative variables or Mann–Whitney U test for nonparametric independent sample
a All other children received oral corticosteroids

NHF n = 39 Standard oxygen n = 30 p*

Age (years), median [IQR] 3.6 [1.6–5.6] 3.6 [2.2–6.7] 0.72

Male/female ratio 20/19 21/9 0.11

Weight (kg), median [IQR] 15 [11–24] 15 [13–23] 0.64

PIM2 at admission, median [IQR] 1.5 [1.15–3.3] 1 [0.3–1.37] <0.001

History of asthma or >2 bronchiolitis, n (%) 31 (80) 23 (77) 0.79

Previous admission for asthma, n (%) 19 (48) 11 (37) 0.31

 In PICU, n (%) 4 (10) 2 (6) 0.66

Long-term control medicine, n (%) 17 (44) 14 (47) 0.80

Clinical parameters at admission, median [IQR]

 Respiratory rate (/min) 35 [31–47] 35 [30–43] 0.47

 Heart rate (/min) 164 [154–185] 168 [153–180] 0.89

 SpO2 (%) 97 [95–98] 98 [97–100] 0.04

 SpO2/FiO2 216 [175–303] NA

Venous blood gas at admission, median [IQR]

 pH 7.35 [7.28–7.39] 7.36 [7.34–7.39] 0.27

 pCO2 (kPa) 5.6 [4.7–7.7] 4.9 [4.4–5.6] 0.02

 Bicarbonates (mmol/L) 22 [20–24] 20 [20–23] 0.35

Acidosis (pH < 7.30), n (%) 10 (26%) 2 (7%) 0.04

Associated medication, n (%)

 Salbutamol—nebulized 39 (100%) 30 (100%) 1.0

 Corticosteroids—intravenousa 31 (79%) 19 (63%) 0.14

 Salbutamol—intravenous 13 (33%) 5 (17%) 0.12

 Magnesium sulphate 23 (59%) 8 (27%) 0.007

PICU LOS (days), median [IQR] 3 [2.5–5] 1.5 [1, 2] <0.001

Table 2 Nasal high flow (NHF) parameters of  39 children 

treated for status asthmaticus

PICU paediatric intensive care unit, NHF nasal high flow

n = 39

NHF settings, median [IQR]

 Initial  FiO2 (%) 45 [31–55]

 Initial flow (L/kg/min) 0.9 [0.75–1]

 Maximum flow (L/kg/min) 1.0 [0.8–1.1]

Length of NHF (h), median [IQR] 28 [21–47]

NHF failure, n (%) 2 (6)
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Fig. 3 Change of heart rate (a), respiratory rate (b), and  SpO2/FiO2 ratio (c) during the first 24 h in 38 children with status asthmaticus treated by 

nasal high flow. Heart rate, respiratory rate, and  SpO2/FiO2 ratio significantly change over time according to the repeated-measures analysis of vari-

ance (ANOVA). *Significant difference with pairwise post hoc analysis (p < 0.01). Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. H hours
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every 3 h for patients to be discharged. These differences 

preclude any strong conclusions as to the superiority of 

one technique over the other, which is coherent with the 

nature of this preliminary retrospective study. It is of 

note that no patient was intubated (in either group) and 

only one required NIV. Furthermore, clinical parameters 

(heart rate and respiratory rate) improved over time with 

NHF as did blood gas values, even in children with severe 

acidosis. These results are strengthened by the efforts 

made to reduce bias related to patient identification and 

missing data that affect many other retrospective studies. 

This was limited herein by the use of status asthmaticus 

and ARF associated with asthma diagnosis codes, and 

electronic medical records with automatic importation of 

clinical and biological parameters every 5 min. However, 

improvement of the physiological parameters may also 

be due to the normal change over time and more robust 

conclusions will be made from the results of the multi-

centre randomized controlled trial that will be imple-

mented later this year.

The place of NHF in the management of ARF is con-

troversial. Several physiological studies have supported 

that NIV relieves better work of breathing than continu-

ous positive airway pressure [34, 35] and therefore that 

it is better than NHF [18]. However, the most recent 

studies in adults suggest either superiority of NHF over 

conventional oxygen [36], or equivalence [37] and even 

superiority over NIV [38]. Pulmonary function may be 

affected by emotion and stress [39, 40], and tolerance to 

NHF is better than NIV, both in adults [41, 42] and in 

children [18, 43], and may explain in part the benefit of 

NHF. It was not possible to assess comfort of children 

retrospectively. After analysis of nurse report forms, no 

notable discomfort was reported, and in particular no 

skin lesions. Clinical improvement observed with NHF in 

the present study was similar to that previously reported 

with NIV in children [7], and no patient was intubated. 

However, although the use of NIV for status asthmaticus 

in children [6, 7, 9, 44, 45] is common, the level of evi-

dence remains limited [10]. Furthermore, in adults, the 

Cochrane review published in 2012 found that NIV did 

not provide additional benefit to medical treatment [46]. 

At this time, the use of NHF in the most severe asthmatic 

patients may not be recommended as current guide-

lines indicate that intubation should never be delayed 

[47], even though the benefit of NHF in this subgroup 

was particularly demonstrative and rapid herein. On the 

other hand, using NHF to treat all children with mild 

asthma would lead to increase costs but not the ben-

efits. Therefore, it would be of great interest to define the 

population who would most benefit from NHF, for which 

the preschool respiratory assessment measure (PRAM) 

[48] could be of interest. In our PICU, NHF is currently 

used as the primary respiratory support for children 

with moderate-to-severe asthma, defined by an acidosis 

(pH < 7.35) or a PRAM score >7 after optimal care in the 

Table 3 Change of  blood gas parameters between  hour 0 

and  24 in  children treated with  nasal high flow for  status 

asthmaticus

a Nasal high flow failed for one patient during the first 24 h, and one patient had 
no blood gas at day 1

Hour 0 n = 39 Hour 24 n = 37a p

Venous blood gas, median [IQR]

 pH 7.35 [7.28–7.39] 7.42 [7.39–7.44] p < 0.001

 pCO2 (kPa) 5.6 [4.7–7.7] 4.3 [4.0–4.8] p < 0.001

 Bicarbonates (mmol/L) 22 [20–24] 21 [19–22] p = 0.16

Fig. 4 Change of pH (a) and  pCO2 (b) at admission and at hour 2 

in ten children with severe acidosis treated with nasal high flow for 

status asthmaticus, including one child (discontinuous line) who failed 

to HFNC
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emergency department. For severe patients, a senior phy-

sician systematically evaluates children at 1 h and blood 

gases are measured after 2  h of use to ensure an early 

detection of patients who do not improve.

NHF allows the delivery of nebulized drugs (i.e. 

beta agonists) continuously and without changing the 

interface [30–32, 49, 50] as during NIV. Recent stud-

ies suggest greater efficacy of vibrating mesh nebuliz-

ers over jet nebulizers [30, 31]. The former was used in 

association with NHF, and a jet nebulizer was used for 

children treated with standard oxygen, which further 

complicates interpretation of the results. More gener-

ally, delivery of beta agonist with NHF is heterogene-

ous and depends on several aspects. According to the 

manufacturer recommendations and recent studies 

[30–32], the nebulization system was placed upstream 

from the active heated humidifier that seems to pro-

vide better effectiveness. The gas flow rate is probably 

the main parameter to take into account the delivery 

of nebulization drugs. A recent study showed that in 

infants and toddlers, increasing the flow rate by four-

fold decreases tenfold the proportion of lung deposi-

tion [32]. For asthma patients, it is necessary to weigh 

the benefit/risk ratio of a higher flow with higher 

respiratory support but probably with a decrease of 

drug delivery. In the present study, the median flow 

rate was 0.9 L/kg/min [0.75–1] that remains relatively 

low for paediatric patient [14]. A lower flow rate may 

participate to a better nebulization drug delivery and 

a better tolerance in children, older than patient with 

bronchiolitis.

In conclusion, this study shows that NHF is feasible 

in children with status asthmaticus, may improve physi-

ological parameters, and prevent the use of subsequent 

therapeutic steps. Based on these results, a multicentre 

randomized controlled study will start later this year to 

evaluate whether early management with NHF may pre-

vent failure in comparison with conventional oxygen (and 

therefore escalation to NIV or IV) in patients with mod-

erate-to-severe asthma defined as an acidosis (pH < 7.35) 

or a PRAM score >7 after optimal care in the emergency 

department.
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